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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, OCTOBER

VOL. 43.

fjflCPlIFICENT WORK FDR
PEOPLE AND PARTY
By Republican Convention Last

Saturday Andrews the

Standard Bearer Bursum WilL Again Conduct

paignSound Progressive
Speeches
It was a minute before midnight Saturday, September 29, that Delegate to
Congress, William H. Andrews, was
by the Republican Territorial convention at
Vegas and
after midnight
It was considerably
when the last cheer that greeted his
nomination died out The nomination
was both by acclamation and by rising vote and the most stolid were carried away by enthusiasm as the entire
body of delegates arose and shouted:
Not a
"Aye! Andrews! Andrews!"
vote, not a dissenting
dissenting
'. voice.
United, harmonious, determined to rol up a majority of 10,000 for
their leader, the Republican party of
New Mexico is ready to battle with
every foe, within or without.
THE AFTERNOON SESSION.
It was after three o'clock when
Chairman. H. O. Bursum, ot the Territorial Central Committee, called the
As he stepped
convention to
upon the platform lie was given a personal ovation which was entirely
spontaneous and shows the strong hold
that he has not only upon the party
but upon the people, for the spectators
, joined wltn the delegates In their applause. Eaoa delegation sat beneath
a standard bearing the name of Its
e
letters. Bernalillo,
county In
San Miguel and Lincoln Counties oc- cupled the first row. Santa Fe County was far to the rear. It was noticeable that there were few vacant seats
- In the
portion of the auditorium, the
Duncan Opera House, that were
vacant, not only at the opening, but
adthroughout the session, until Its
mornjournment 't wo o'clock Sunday
The Las Vegas band was staing.
tioned in the gallery and whenever an
excelopportunity offered discoursed
lent music. Its rendition of patriotic
airs was especially fine. Rev. W. S.
Moore," of the ' Protestant
church pronounced an Invocation after which the call was read In Eng-- r
lish by Charles V. Safford, and In
Spanish by Marcellno A. Ortiz.
Then Mr. Bursum delivered a stirHis
ring appeal to the convention.
address which appears on another
out tremendous applause
lge, brought
could
again and again, applause that
he heard at times on the outside for
the distance oi a block. It was evident that Mr. Bui'3um was heart and
soul in what he said and that the convention was with him. Never before
had he displayed such oratorical powers and even his most Intimate friends
had not expected so strong an address
trom him.
Temporary Organization.
Not mucu time was lost In effectO.
ing the temporary organization. L,
Fnllen, the temporary chairman, was
Introduced by Mr Bursum as 'Mihe
sliver tongued orator of the Pecos Valley," and he lived up to this appellation with the fine addres3 which is
which
printed on another page, and
was liberally applauded. Hon. Solomon L,una, of Valencia County, and
M. S. Salazar, of Rio Arriba County,
ewnrted him to the chair. The tem
porary secretaries were John Florence,
of La Cueva, Mora County, and Chas.
V. Safford, of Aztec, San Juan County.
Marcellno A. Ortiz, ot Santa Fe, Santa
Fe County, and Enrln.uk Salazar,- - of
Las Vegas, San Miguel County, were
the temporary Interpreters.
After he motion to appoint committees on credentials, permanent organization, rules and orSer of business and
resolutions had carried,
L. B. Prince, of Rio Arriba County,
asked to Tead a resolution providing
for the holding of a constitutional convention at Santa Fe, in case statehood should fall on account of an adverse vote by Arlzoila, said resolution
to be referred to the committee on
resolutions. Objections, were raised
and the convention adjourned after
the following committees had been appointed, each delegation naming one
member, although owing to the fact
that from some counties only one
was present, not every committee had the full membership of 25,
although every county of the Territory
was represented, only one of the counties, Luna, being represented by proxy
only, A. A. Tempke, of Demlng, who
held the proxies of N. A. Bollch and
A..W. Pollard.
Committees.
T. N. -- Wilkerson,- E,
Credentials:
A. Cahoon, T. B. Hart, Harry W. Hamilton, H. H. Betts, Pablo Aragon,
George Sena, A. A. Tempke, S. T."
Alrtrich.' Leandro Gallegos, A. B. Philling? N. V. Gallegos, A. L. Breeding,
Alexander Read, Frank Staplln, Chas.
A. Wheelon, Gregorlo Gutierrez, Max
i." Kaohler. Abran Abeyta, C. N. San- Hnval Malaaulas Martinez, Candldo
Padllla. Carlos Baca, L. M. Gallegos,
nnri Hnirene Van Patten.
permanent Organization :' Modesto
C Ortiz, J. P. Wetmore, E. E. Studley
H. W. Hamilton, F. A. Bush, Jose y
A run I in
moment Hlehtower, A. A.
Tempke, Gregory Page, Juan Navarro
Frank W. Beach, A. B. Dauber, W. E
T.tnitanv. Julian Martinez, Frank Stap
lin. David M. White, J. S. Duncan,
David Dlssinger, A. C. Abeyta, J. A
Montoya, Malaqulas Martinez, Juan C
M
Jaramillo, Perfecto Jaramlllo, J.
J--

la-g-

f

dele-gat-

e

Cam-

Platform---Eloque- nt

Plenty of Enthusiasm.

Martinez and Marclal Valdez.
pair upon the faces of the people In
Rules and order of business: George the hard times that resulted from a
he conArnot, J. P, Wetmore, E. C, Crampton, Democratic administration,
L. O. uilen, W. D. Murray, Fred Baca, trasted It with the happiness and prosE. W. Watson, A. A. Tempke, Steven perity that the past nine years have
Canavan, J. D. Medina, J. C. Barnes, brought Che cation. He told of thfl
A. L. Breeding, M. S. Salazar, Chas. time, so recent as not to have beun
V. Safford J. W, Akers, A. T. Rogers, forgotten as yet, when wool, tho king
Jr., David Dlssinger, J. E. Griffith, V. of staples In New Mexico, was so
F. Perea, Malaqulas Martinez, Antonio low that every New Mexican was
Salazar, Boleslo Romero, N. F. Galle- ashamed to look a sheep In the face.
He described the march of Coxey's
gos and Martin Lohman.
Resolutions: W. B. Chllders, W. C. Army and said the only, comfort they
Reid, Jeremiah Leahy, L. O. Fullen, received from the White House at
W. H. Newconib, C. H Stearns, George Washington was a warning to "Keep
W. Prlchard, A. A. Tempke, Gregory oft the Grass." The striking contrast
Page, A. S. Bushkevltz, Frank W. with Republican times, Inaugurated
Beach, J. B. Dauber, W. E. LIrvdsey, by the martyred President, William
L. B. Prince, G. A. Tinker, T. B. Cat- McKinley, was dwelt upon. But not
ron, M, F, Desmarals, Robert Martin, only industrial victories have marked
W. E. -- ..artin, E. A. Mlera, Malaqulas this
period. There were other achieveMil rt Inez, Manuel Sanchez,
Solomon ments and not 'the least was the givLuna, E. W. Fox, and C. E. Miller.
ing to the nation ot another great
COMMITTEE SESSIONS.
President, a Theodore Roosevelt, who
The rest of the afternoon was taken led the Rough Riders up San Juan
up by the committees In deliberations, Hill, among whom was New Mexico's
those of permanent organization and hero, the late and lamented
rules and order ot business, however,
Luna, who has been honored
with a bust and. a memorial tablet In
finishing their work very quickly.
In tue committee on credentials, the the Territorial Capitol, and who gave
Bernalillo County contest was brought his life for the nat'on while In the
up again and part ot the ground gone Philippines. Statehood stands out as
over before the Territorial Central the most prominent issue before the
Committee in the forenoon, by W. B. people of the Territory and to SenaChllders for the Hubbell delegation, tor W. H. Andrews, New Mexico is
and by Frank W. Clanc for the other indebted for the passage of the endelegation, was covered once more, but abling act, the first time In Its history,
finally upon the motion of Charles A. an act which provides munificently for
Wheelon, of Santa Ke, the action of the proposed new state. However, if
the central committee seating the this act should fall, Delegate Andrews
Hubbell delegation and giving it nine will be to the front again to secure
votes, was adopted.
another statehood act, working just
It was in the committee on resolu- as hard for Its passage as It it were
tions that the most spirited differen- his first battle. Mr. Spiess then gave
ces of opinion were brought to the a
glowing account of the resources of
surface. The two planks causing most the
their recent develop- ot the discussion were those endors- mantTerritory,
anA thA
iva pvol Alia iriviwth nf
ing the Territorial administration and Lh
t few ears. He was ln,ter.
siaienoou. it was oiny upon moo.
frequently by 'trpplause.' vHe
O. Bursum, assuring Ills friends that' rupted
made an ideal presiding officer, firm,
he certainly approved of the Republl
an excellent parliamentarian,
the Republi- fair,
can party endorsing
and cool headed.
can
Territorial
administration, eloquent
on Rules.
Committee
Hon.
of
and
the diplomacy
The committee on rules and order
Solomon Luna, who again sustained
his reputation as a pacificator, that op- reported that it recommended the
of the rules of the 59th Conposition to the plank subsided and it adoption
busiwas eventually adopted unanimously, gress and the following order of
ness:
"We
the'
without however,
proposed:
Report of committee on resolutions.
pledge him our unqualified support."
Nomination of a candidate for DeleThe statehood forces had it out but
the committee by an overwhelming ma- gate to Congress.
Naming of Territorial Central Comjority declared in favor of joint statemittee.
Luna
Solomon
presided
hood. Hon.
This report and its recommendaover the deliberations of this, the most
the convention.
important of committees. The commit- tions were adopted by
The Resolutions.
tee adjourned for supper and then reThe committee on resolutions reconvened and wa3 in session until after eight o'ciock in the evening, keep- ported the following platform:
The Republican party of New Mexing the convention waiting.
ico by its representatives in convenTHE EVENING SESSION.
The Opera House was crowded and tion assembled at Las Vegas on this
there were a number of ladies pres- 29th day of September, A. D., 1900,
the
ent, although not nearly as many as seeing no cause for transferring
at former recent conventions. At 9 affairs of the nation or of this Terriafo'clock, Temporary Chairman L. 0. tory to Democratic hands, again
Fullen, who had presided very ably at firms its faith in Republican princithe afternoon session, called 'tihe con ples and policies,
The wisdom and patriotism of Presivention to order. The committee on
credentials .Immediately made Its re- dent Roosevelt commend themselves
His poliport, seating the Hubbell delegation to every thinking citizen.
from Bernalillo County and present- cies at home and abroad and the great
ing the roll as published on Saturday interest he has taken In the behalf of
In 'the New Mexican, The committee the American people and American
on permanent organization reported Interests have secured for him the
and the following permanent organi- admiration and respect of the entire
zation was perfected:
nation, and it is with unmeasured
pride that we continue our confidence
Permanent Organization.
Chairman, Charles A. Spiess; secre- 'n the Republican administration.
The. enactment of laws for the
tary, Charles V. Safford; assistant secof railroad rates and giving ad
John
Interpreters,
Florence;
retary,
Marcellno A. Ortiz, Modesto C. Ortiz, ditional powers to the Interstate Com
merce Commission; the pure food1 en
Enrique H. Salazar and George Sena;
vice presidents, W S. Strickler, H. C. actments, and the fixing of the liabil
for injuAbbott, W. . H. Newcomb, C. H. ity of railroad corporations
to
a
ries
Republican
by
employes,
A.
E.
Hamilton,
Cahoon, Harry
Steam,
merA. A.' Tempke, Frank Staplln, Max. Congress during the late session
Kaehler, F. W. Watson, Gregory Page, its the highest commendation.
That this convention doe heartily
Tito Melendcz, I. C. Barnes, W. E.
, endorse
the able, honest and patriot
Ricardo
Martinez.
David
Llndsey,
Susano Montano, Leandro Baca, ic administration of Governor Herbert
federal
Mar- .1. Hagerman and all other
Alejandro Sandoval, IMalaqnlas
of New Mextinez, Manuel Sanchez y Sanchez, Je- and territorial officials
sus C. Sanchez, Edward W. Fox, C. ico.
We recognize in the Hon, W. H.
Van Patten,
P.. Downs and Eugene
one from each county. Mr. Spiess Andrews, our Delegate to Congress, an
was escorted to tihe platform by a able and efficient servant of the peocommittee of three appointed by the ple of this Territory, and we heartily
Alexander tender him our thanks for the good
chairman:
temporary
Read, L. 0. Fullen and George W. work he has accomplished In Con""'
gress and In the several departments
Prlchard.
of government at Washington, In seAddress By C. A. Spiess.
to curing important appropriations for
an
adress
He
made
which the old fashionedynd much our people and the payment of liberabused adjective, "Eloquent," must be al pensions to our old soldiers.
We hereby extend our candid
ascribed to do It justice. He spoke
with enthusiasm of the united Re thanks to the Hon. H. O. Bursum for
publican party. It did his heart good the highly commendable way In which
to see the faces of so many of the he has discharged the duties of chairRepublican
Old leaders mingling with the young- man of the Territorial
er men and with the recruits from Central Committee ot this Territory
other parties. He mentioned among for the last two years.- - We not only
the old war. horses, Solomon Luna, recognize In film an able, loyal and
Thomas B. Catron and Eugenlo Ro consistent Republican, but we regard
mero, men who have led the Republl him as a man possessing the confi
can hosts for a full quarter of a cen dence of the people for his candor,
tury. He said that In spirit, if not honor and Integrity.
in person, there was present, the i The Republican party has always
greatest leader of them all,' Theodore stood1 for a protective tariff policy.
Roosevelt, pointing to ft portrait of New Mexico has been particularly
the President, w'hlch occupied a prom favored under such policy and we are
Inent place on the stage. He deliv- ("Unalterably opposed to any change of
ered a fine panegyric of the "Rough the tariff laws of the nation that will
Rider" President. Picturing the des result In the reduction of the price of
Maxl-nilltan-

'

regu-lotio- n

Ala-rid-

cattle, sheep, wool, pelts, hides and
other products of our Territory.
It is with pride that we contrast the
Republican and Democratic administrations in the general government
and In this Territory. Under' DemoInclucratic rule from 1895 to
Insive, the debt of the Territory
creased over $100,000 per annum;
Territorial bonds were Issued regularly during that period to cover a total
deficiency ot $078,000. This large sum
went to the payment of fees, salaries
and Democratic obligations due to
gross extravagance and mismanagement. The warrants of the Territory
weie sjld for various prices and In
some
instances the district court
clerks became warrant brokers under
the noses of the court, to fleece the
public and rob the Territory, while the
Territorial and educational institutions were almost wholly neglected.
All values continuously depreciated.
Cuttle brought as low as $5 a head,
sheep as low as fifty cents a head,
and wool as low as five cents a pound.
It wag a period ot lawlessness, of official
oppression and corruption, of
borrowing money to pay the running
expenses of the general government
of low tariff and of hard Hints. Then
followed eight years of Republican
administration under Governor M. A.
Otero. The debt his administration
Inherited was ll.249.S00. Instead of
an annual deficit the debt of the Territory was regularly paid at an aver
age ot about $00,000 a year, thus reducing the net debt of the Territory
to about $750,000.
Territorial warrants sold for their face value, all
classes of property increased In value,
many new banks were established,
commodities brought better prices,
and business confidence completely
restored, while the average taxes for
strictly Territorial purposes, not In
cluding educational institutions, were
mills under said
reduced from 6
C
to
Democratic administration,
mills, under the Republican administration.
We endorse the action of Congress
In passing the enabling act for
the
admission of New Mexico and Arizona
as one state, recognizing the fact
that otherwise we have no assurance
We
of statehood for years to come.
hereby declare that the ' Republican
party of New Mexico is in favor of
the acceptance ot statehood under this
act to the end that we receive the
benefits given to us under tt and that
we be hereby vested with equal rights
of citizenship with all other citizens
of the Union.
Resolved, further, That In case the
Hamilton statehood act fails to become operative through ' the adverse
vote of the people of. either Arizona
or New Mexico, we recognize and urge
that the Gft , delegates;, who will be
elected la'New.Mexlcoto tt- cons',1- tutidnat convention, should assemble'
in the capital of this Territory as early as the first Monday In January,
1907 and formulate a constitution for
the State of New Mexico; and we
further recommend and urge that the
Territorial legislature which meets In
1907 enact a law
submitting said
constitution to the vote of the people of this Territory for their approval
or disapproval, and if approved by
them, providing for its presentation
to Congress, together with a request
for the admission of New Mexico into
the Union as a state thereunder.
We urge upon the next legislature
of this Territory the propriety and
necessity of enacting a law regulating
primary elections.
We also urge upon the legislature
the enactment of laws reducing fees
and salaries of public officers and the
fees
of salaries for
substitution
wherever practicable.
We urge upon the next general as
sembly of this Territory the enactment
of a law for the appointment of a
commission to make a thorough re
vision of our Territorial laws.
We endorse the action of the U. S.
Senate In passing the Gallinger shipping bill a measure of transcendent
importance to our industrial, agricultural and commercial Interests; and
we request our Delegate In CongresB
to make all honorable efforts to se
cure its consideration and passage by
that body, or some other equally efficient measure.
We renew our declarations in favor
of home rule both as to federal and
Territorial officials. Public servants
should be selected from among our
own people who help to pay our taxes, who know our Territorial conditions, and who are familiar with our
public wants. We therefore demand
the passage of a law by our next
general assembly making only residents oX our Territory qualified to
hold Territorial and county offices In
this Territory.
Resolved, That we are In favor of
a supreme court, the members of
which are separate and distinct trom
the trial courts of the Territory, and
in the event of the failure to secure
statehood, we earnestly request the
creation of an appellate court for New
Mexico and Arizona, separate from
the district courts, thereof.
The reading of the resolutions was
punctuated by applause. Especially
the planks endorsing Governor Hager
man, Hon. H. O. Bursum and Senator
W. H. Andrews were greeted
with
round after round of Cheers.

im
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Minority Reports.
Attorney George W. Prlchard offer
ed the following minority resolutions:
"Statehood, though not a party
question, is a moat Important one to
the people of this Territory. Whether the voters of the Territory approve
or reject at the coming election, the
proposition of uniting New Mexico
with Arizona, as one state, the fact
remains that our wealth, our population, our large area And material progress, our Industries nd our system
of common schools, ore considerations
that reasonable men cannot overlook
and which we Insist entitles us it
the status of statehood In the Ameri

NO. 191.

1. 1906.

can Union."
Dr. M. F. Desmarals offered another
minority resolution declaring that the
statehood question is not a party mat
ter but should be decided by eacu
voter without party dictation.
Spirited Debate.
There followed a brief but sharp
debate. Speakers by vote of the convention were limited to five minuies
each, owing to the lateness of the
hour and this was later extended to
ten minutes. There was a wrangle
over this time limit but the diplomacy
of the chairman and of W. E. Martin,
who desired to speak in Spanish with
out an Interpreter but finally yielded
to the request for an Interpreter, unraveled the snarl.
Colonel George VV. Pi lchard opened
the debate In favor of separate statehood and his eloquence, even though
It failed to convince
his auditors,
charmed them. His was the ablest
representation of the separate slate-hoocause heard at the convention.
W. B. Chllders replied on behulf of
the joint statehood advocates and he
made a splendid and Impassioned argument. He attacked Colonel Pilch
ard upon his proposition that the
statehood matter is not a party question and showed conclusively that It
Is. He also questioned the consistency of endorsing President Roosevelt
and Senator W. H. Andrews and
then speaking and working against
Joint statehood.
Hon. T. B. Catron followed
with
an address that promised to be the
most effective of the evening but
which dwindled Into a bitter appeal
to race prejudice. "As sure as there
is a God in heaven, Arizona will vote
down this proposition and you by voting for it will convince Congress and
the Nation that you want joint statehood and not single statehood,
and
you will not get either for a thousand
years," were the opening words of this
remarkable harangue. He predicted
that Santa Fe and Rio Arriba counties
would each give 2,000 majority against
Joint statehood, and that. San Miguel,
Taos and other counties' would fall in
line fully as strong. He gave his native hearers to understand that joint
statehood would mean depriving them
of the rights of holding office, of do
ing jury duty and predicted other dis
mal acts of oppression for them; that
it would abrogate their present laws
of Inheritance, of property, etc.
In
conclusion he promised to support the
nominee of the convention for Delegate to Congress, saying: "I will not
support this measure; it Is not a party
question. I will support the Delegate,
I will do what I can for the party, but
they cannot cram this measure down
our throats. You have as much right
to choose on this question as you have
to choose a wife for yourself."
.... Address by Attorney General.
The assertions of Mr. Catron about
the oppression of tihe nalivo people
In Arizona, and an Intimation that a
similar practice prevails in the lower
Pecos Valley brought. Attorney General William C. Reid to the platform
and he denied these assertions in the
most sweeping terms. He said that he
himself had addressed Juries In Chaves
County, upon which there were native
citizens; that native citizens are
nominated for office in the Pecos Valley and elected to it. The misrepresentations which have been given circulation that the native people are
being mistreated In the Pecos Valley
are untrue. The only excuse for their
utterances lies in the fact that natives
of the neighboring republic, who had
come into the Pecos Valley and who
are not naturalized are under the laws
debarred from serving on juries, but
not only in Chaves but In San Miguel
and other counties as well. He said
are bethat these
ing made again and again by the advocates of separate statehood in order
to prevent i.ie very people,
whom
t..ey profess to love, from coming into their rights as American citizens.
Martin's Oration in Spanish.
W...E. Martin, of Socorro, then addressed the convention In Spanish. It
Is known that his command of the
Spanish language Is that of a scholar
and. that his eloquence is such as
to carry his hearers with him. Unlike the other speakers, however, he
did not give way to excitement, to
passion; he was calm, deliberate in his
utterances but every word told and
he tore to shreds the arguments advanced by Mr. Catron. Those In the
convention, who had feared that Mr.
Catron's appeal to the native citizens
would result in a stampede In favor
of single statehood, regained
their
confidence and knew after Mr. Martin had finished, that the victory had
been won for joint statehood.
The Vote on Statehood.
Colonel Prlchard withdrew hl3 minority report and the vote was taken
upon the report of Dr. M. F.Desmarais.
It resulted In a vote of 130 to 46 In
favor of the rejection of the minority
report. The majority report was then
adopted unanimously, Including Its
statehood plank. The following was
the vote on the Desmarals minority
report: For joint statehood: Bernalillo, 9; Chave3, 4; Colfax, 13; Dona
Ana, 8; Eddy, 2; Grant, (!; Lincoln,
2; Luna, 2; McKinley, 3; Mora, 6;
Otero. 4; Quay, 2; Roosevelt, 2; Rio
Arriba, 11; San Juan, 3; Santa. Fe, 6;
Sierra, 3; Socorro, 11; Sandoval, 8;
Taos, 5; Torrance, 5; Valencia, 13;
Union, A.
Against joint statehood: Guadalupe,
5; Lincoln, 3; Mora, 3; Otero, 2; Quay,
1; Rio Arriba, 3; Santa Fe, 3; San
Miguel, 20; Taos, 2; Union, 4.
The announcement of the vote
brought the delegates to their feet
with cheers and the prediction was
freely made that the result In Novem
ber would show a similar proportion
In favor of joint statehood.
'
The Decks Cleared.
The nomination for Delegate to Con
gress was taken up. Although It was
after eleven o'clock, every delegate
remained In his seat. The chairman
ruled that only one nomination of any
mlsrep-esentatlo-
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NUMBER ARE STILL MISSING

Santa Fe County Commissioners From Interfering
With Prior Status.

Food and Shelter Scarce i"
ExMany Localities-Reli- ef
peditions Organized.

The papers were .filed this afternoon
the district court of lie First Judicial District fur t tie County of Santa
Fe, lu injunction proceedings by Thos.
B. Cut ron iiKuiiist the board of county
commissioners of Santa Fe County,
the board of commissioners of Sandoval County, the probate clerks of the
two counties et al, to enjoin these
from obeying the new apportionment
of the Territory, recently promulgated
by Governor Herbert J. Hagerman for
legislative purposes, and which joins
Santa Ke anil Sandoval Counties in
the tenth council district. Judge John
ft. McFlu took up the matter
this
afternoon but. refused to grant a ternporarp Injunction against a
branch of the government. He set
Monday, October 8, at 10 a. m., for
argument to show cause why a writ of
Injunction should be Issued. The
papers filed by Mr. Catron are lengthy
hut the main argument, It seems, is
that t..e statute prescribing the time
at which an apportionment Is to be
made by the chief executive, Is man
datory, and that the legislative assembly, when it created the County of
Sandoval, and other new counties
since 1900 and assigned them to certain
legislative districts, virtually made an
apportionment for those counties, and
that the cnief executive Is therefore
usurping a legislative power in setting
aside this apportionment made since
the census of 1900.
At Its best, the case can not be de- elded before the meeting of the next
legislative assembly as it will certainly be appealed to the supreme court
by the side against which It is decid
ed, and after all, In case of a contest,
the legislative assembly is the final
arbiter on who shall be seated.
The New Mexican nopes to print
the complaint in full tomorrow.

Mobile, Ala., Oct. 1. A heavy rain
storm which Is greatly
Interfering
with rauroad and telegraph companies
set in last night and is still on. No
wind has accompanied it as yet but.
the downpour nas been exceedingly
heavy and enormously Increased the
difficulties of the construction gangs.
It Is feared too, that it will increase
the suffering and cause some deaths
along the coast of the south end of
Mobile Bay. Many persons are homeless In that district and are living In
the woods on scanty provisions. On
Dauplln Island, there are live hundred
homeless persons with only three small
buildings for shelter.
Food Is Scarce Despite Relief
Expeditions.
Despite two relief expeditions sent
out yesterday they carried no more
than enough for one more day and additional supplies were sent down early
today. While there Is no suffering in
Mobile proper, there is an urgent need
of food at many points In the southern part of the bay and assistance to
these people will be gratefully received.
Arrests were made. In some of
the lower resorts today, of negroes
caught looting the wrecked houses
and it was determined to send additional details of militia to Coden and
other points. The citizens of Mobile
have undertaken relief measures with
energy and are sending food and
to the stricken points as
clothes
rapidly as possible.
Severe Suffering at Bayou La Barte.
The suffering has been intense at
the Bayou La Barte and Is still acute.
A large number of tents were taken
to Dauplln Island last night and more
will be taken today.
Fourteen dead and as many more
missing is the report today as the
result of Thursday's hurricane In the
vicinity of New Orleans. Twelve persons were drowned In the Mississippi
Sound. Two were killed In Interior
towns o? southeri; Mississippi, and
more than a dozen fishermen in the
Delta region are reported missing.
This summary Is based on the reports
that almost every town or settlement
In or about the region named, such
places as could not be reached by telegraph uavlng been reported by boat
or horse. New Orleans is still without sufficient telegraph communication and all eastern mails are three or
four days overdue.
Storm Now Central Over Northeast

In

candidate should be made, that other
nominations of lie same candidate
should be considered seconding, and
the convention voted to limit nominat
ing speeches to ten minutes. Bernalillo County was the first county call
ed and on its behalf W. B. Childers
placed Hon. W. H. Andrews in nomination. He said that two years ago,
In a Republican
Territorial conven
tion, as a member of the same delegation, he had been instructed to place
in nomination another gentleman from
Bernalillo County, however, who had
been defeated at the polls. It was now
his privilege to place In nomination a
Bernalillo
county gentleman who
would carry the Territory by an overwhelming majority, a gentleman, who
might have fitly chosen that old German motto of "Ich dien," "I serve,"
idopted by the Black Prince, of Eng
land, for to serve was the chief delight
of the mass whom 'he would place in
nomination. He is a man of deeds not
words.
He missed only one roll call
In Congress while representing
the
Territory and that on account of Illness. Look to the record of other
and answer whether they missMr. Childers
ed only one roll call.
ended with a fine peroration and sat
down amidst cheers.
Seconded by Every County,
There was no other nomination and
seconds were in order. As each county was called, there was a hearty endorsement of the nominee. Hon. T.
B. catron made the principal secondthe
ing address, however, devoting
greater portion of it to himself and
single statehood. He promised that
the majority for Delegate Andrews In
Santa Fe County would not be among
the least. He became reminiscent and
said that only two delegates to Congress "from New Mexico had served
more than two terms, Colonel J.
Franco Chaves, who had served three
terms and Hon. Antonio Joseph, who
..ad served five terms, during which
time he accomplished absolutely nothing for New Mexico. Mr. Catron claim
ed to nave done more for New Mexico
and the Republican party than any one
else In overthrowing "that man" and
restoring the Republican party to pow
He
er, which it has held ever since.
said that he had given lib time, his
means, his Intellectual capacity, and
one end
canvassed the Territory
to another and brought It back Into
the Republican fold, He said that on
account of his service and experience
the past two years, Delegate Andrews
Is today much more capable of doing
something, and if he has done anything
lu the past he will accomplish more
In the future. He advised sending him
back to Congress by a majority of
10,000, promising uiat he will obtain
not only V100,000 for a public building
at Albuquerque, but that he will do
something for L,as Vegas, for Silver
City, for Santa Fe, for other towns and
sections of the Territory. He will do
more, when joint statehood Is voted
down as It certainly will be, he will
go back, and, like the man that he is,
advocate single statehood for New

Part

of Gulf.

The weather uureau at Washington
says:
"..ie remnant of the Gulf storm of
last week Is central over the northeast portion of the Gulf. It has not
yet developed sufficient energy to
cause more than fresh winds In the
Gulf and the south Atlantic states.

NEWS

BRIEFS FROM WIRES

dele-gate- s

Mexico,

Ten Thousand and More Majority
Pledged.
Colfax County through its
on Page Eight)

spokes-(Continue-

The United States transport Sheridan has been floated and is now en
route to Sau Francisco.
Thirty-threlong distance runners
are participating in the Marathon race
of forty kilometers being held by the
Illinois Athletic club from Ravlnla
park, twenty miles north of Chicago.
The start was at one o'clock.
President and Mrs. Roosevelt accompanied by their children, Ethel, Archie
and Quentin, and a staff of executive
clerks, left Sagamore Hill this morning and arrived at the White House
at 4 o'clock this afternoon. In passing
through Jersey City, the president and
Charles F. Hughes, nominee for gover.
nor of New York by the Republicans,
had a long conference in the president's car.
The battle ship Texas Is at Capo
Henry awaiting sailing orders from
Governor Taft, of Cuba. He reported
today that he did not need the ship
but wanted more marines.
Six of the sixteen balloons In the
race for the James Gordon Bennett
Cup w'hlch started from Paris yesterday, arrived on the English side of
the channel yesterday and continued
to the northeast. The first to arrive
was Count De La Vaulx's "Walfalla."
Several balloonlsts feared to cross
the Channel and brought their machines to the ground.
Colonel Palma, late President, will
not leave until tomorrow. Seven
hundred and fifty marines were landed at Havana today and taken to
Camp Columbia on trolley cars. There
were no disorders.
Six passengers were injured In the
yards at Kingman, Kansas, today by
& head-ocollission between a freight
and passenger train. Both trains were
damaged considerably. None of the
injured will die.
The report ot the committee on uniform legislation affecting Insurance
matters appointed at the Chicago conference for governors, attorney generals and insurance commissioners in
February last, was submitted to an
adjourned conference of such officials
which met at the Arlington hotel In
Washington today.
e
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THE CLEAR RECORD OF W. H.
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Republican candidate for Delegate to
the CiUh Congress. The nomination
was unanimous and given with
a
and
whoop by the largely attended
very enthusiastic gatnering of Republicans. This was as expected. That
Mr. Andrews will be elected by a
greater majority than Ihe received two
years ago for Delegate is not doubted by those who understand the situation. Hi's record speaks for Itself
and neither the people of New Mexico nor the Republican party of the
Sunshine Territory, Ills friends nor
he need make apologies for
it.
Quite the reverse. They can jusitly
and falTly be proud of it. So far he
has done more in that position for
the time during which he has occupied it, than any man the people of
Ibis Territory have ever elected to
represent them In the National House
of Representatives.
Tills, is so clear,
so true and so well established that
even Hie Delegate's worse enemies
dare not "say "nay"; the records and
the facts are against them. The people know this and hence itlhe record
cannot be successfully attacked, Impeached or blemished.
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RESULTS OF SATURDAY'S
CONVENTION.

The Territorial Republican Con von-inn (or the nomination of a candidate
for Delegate to Congress, held In Las
Vegas Saturday, was Ihe most, repre-

sentative, the best attended and the
strongest convention of any political
party ever held in New Mexico. The
Republican of every coiin'v were represented and there were very few
proxies considering the number of
delegates allowed. The convention
was also the most harmonious ever
held. To be sure there were some
matters of difference, but these were
promptly settled either in committees
or by the convention itself in very
short order and by very heavy majorities. Finally every delegate present in person or by proxy fully and
in
the
acquiesced
unequivocally
This is a very hapoutcome.
success
and
for
py
augury
a
of
kind
the
with
right
campaign during this month and the
nomination of strong legislative and
county tickets the result la not at all
In doubt; the Republican nominee
W. H. Andrews, will be elected by a much larger majority than he
received in 1904.
of Mr. Andrews
The
he
was
a foregone conclusion;
made such a splendid record during
the year and a half in which he represented the people in the National
Congress, that there could not have
been any 3trong opposition to him.
This record is so clear, so clean and
his wovk has been 30 effective and satisfactory, that no other man was thought
of as a candidate by Republicans; to
be sure there were a. few yellow newspapers and ambitious politicians who
opposed him, but this opposition was
as mere chaff before a strong wind and
did not even bring about the slightest
discussion in the convention or with
the Republican voters. Mr. Andrews
was
upon his record as
delegate from this Territory, pure and
simple, no more and no less. This
record is well known to the people
and spoke for itself in the convention
in a very empathic and decisive man
ner.
of H. O. Bur-suThe
of socorro, as chairman of the
Republican Central Committee, is a
sure sign that a strenuous, well direct
ed and thorough campaign will be the
order of the day from now until after
the returns are declared in November.
The very strong and unanimous endorsement of Mr. Bui'sum was Wholly
and fully merited and came as a
matter of course; there was not a dis
voice and it was clearsenttng
that the
demonstrated
ly
party
appreciated his eminent services as
its leading political director and his
worth and his standing as an official
and as a citizen to the greatest and
highest degree..
The endorsement of the joint stale-hooproposition by a very decisive
vote was as expected; the resolution
in this regard is strong and to the
.point. In fact, it was the most sen
sible and most timely policy to advocate and to adopt and the conven
tion did so in unmistakable terms.
The platform is very direct, well
put together and its recommendations
are of the fairest character, to the
point and absolutely in time and
place. Its planks will appeal to the
best citizenship of the Sunshine Ter
ritory, regardless of party and will
bring many votes to the Republican
Territorial,
legislative and county
tickets. Certainly the results of the
convention are fully up to the
expectations of the people generally
and of the Republican party particu
larly and will be of the greatest utll
ity and prove of overwhelming and
irresistible force in bringing about Re
publican victory in New Mexico, No
vember Cth, next.
d

UP TO DELEGATE MARK A. SMITH.
The St. Johns' Herald, published at
St. oohns, Arizona, perfers about

thirty questions and asks Delegate
Mark A. Smith, of Arizona, a candidate for
on the Democratic
ticket and dares him to answer them
The questions cover many points and
are of considerable Interest to the
voters of the sister Territory, but it
is dollars to doughnuts that Mr. Smith
will not answer them. To tell the
truth, he should not be compelled to.
He should not be expected to incrimi
nate himself as he would certainly do
were he to answer them honestly.
Some of thera are unique; for instance:
Why is Arizona over tlree million
dollars in debt today?
Why is the citizen with only a few
hundred taxed to the limit, and the
mines and the railroads get off with
less than eight per cent?
Why did you, last session of Con
gress, introduce a bill providing for
a sixth associate justice of the supreme court of Arizona, and afterwards your newspapers denied the

matter?

Why wasn't the Coconino County
railroad bond matter adjusted In the
interest of the people?
Why did you ask last session of Congress to validate certain Pima County
railroad bonds for exchange and sale?
Why has Arizona never received a
cent of federal appropriation? Why
hasn't any public building been erect.
d by the federal government in Arizona?
Why It is yon have never failed to
get railroad bonds;. Mc, validated, and
have never yet got a relief hill or an
appropriation bill passed In behalf of
Arizona, or any of her counties?

IT MUST

ANDREWS.
was
W. II. Andrews
announced
Saturday last at Las Vegas as the

Why are you and the mining companies and the railroads so bitterly opposed to any kind of statehood now?
are the Democrats of New
Why
Mexico so overwhelnilntrlv in favor of
joint statehood? And wliy are the cor
porations awlully alrald ol the Mexi
can people?
In closing the Herald says:
'Mokes won't answer these
ques
IN
tions; neither will tears nor abuse; THE POLITICAL SITUATION
neither will distorted arguments. The
NEW YORK.
William
people want tacts, and nothing but
Randolph Hearst Is the
facts."
Democratic nominee for Governor of
ho Empire Stale. He will make a
lurid regular yellow shoot campaign
AINSWORTH'S RED HOT CAMwhich will likely shake the founda-tlcnPAIGN.
of the political structures
In
Charles F Aiusworth, the joint state .WW York lo a considerable
degree,
hood candidate for delegate to the lie will be
opposed by. Charles IS.
tiuth Congress, from Arizona, is mak
Hughes, a prominent New York lawing a red hot campaign for the cause yer, who is the choice of the Repubwhich he represents, and is evidently licans for the same office.
The latter
Were will
making votes for the cause.
t'o all the better elements
appeal
there three months between now and of the communities
the
throughout
election, it is very reasonable to sup slate. - Hearst will endeavor to rush
citizens into the
that thousands of
pose
office by the
to votes of gubernatorial
now
of
Arizona
opposed
those who are in reality opwould
statehood
Joint
change posed to conservative, safe and solid
their opinions and be for it. As it
government. The situation is remarkis, the Arizona Star, published at Tucably (Interesting and will be watched
son, states the situation clearly in the
carefully by the people of lie country
following editorial which Is of interest at.
large. It is of more than local sigto the friends and supporters of joint
nificance.
Should Hearst be successIn
New
Mexico.
Ihe
statehood
Says
ful it will be certain to place him
Star:
In the national arena and In Hue for
'General Ainsworth in his Opera Hut
Democratic Presidential nominaHouse speech, made some rifle shots
tion in 1908, despite the fact that Will-laiin his exposure of the political con
Jennings Bryan seems now to
spiracy, which is being attempted In be slated
for that selection.
Arizona.
He showed that both of the
old political parties were absolutely
DEBTS OF
In the hands of the Copper Queen THE TERRITORIAL
NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA.
Company. The conventions were held
The Tucson Sta", a courageous and
in the Copper Queen camp. The can
didates were dictated by the Copper ably conducted joint statehood paper
In the sister Territory treats of the
Queen Company. The Copper Queen
financial conditions of New Mexico
Company paid all of the expenses, the
and Arizona in a very few words and
Copper Queen attorney Is one of the
The Copper to the point when it. calls attention
executive committee.
to tne fact that the Territorial debt
Queen newspapers, both Democratic
of Arizona, is over three millions of
in
all
are
and Republican
standing
wiah the conspiracy. It Is a bold ven- dollars while that of New Mexico is
ture for any corporation, but the peo- less than $800,00. Its comment is
concise and easily understood. It
ple are getting on to the scheme, and
there will be a turning of about face. says:
"It may be a matter of some sur
It takes about so long for anything "to
prise to some of our people to learn
ripen, then comes the reckoning.
"General Ainsworth is making a of the fact that Arizona's Territorial
cb an breast of the business and be- indebtedness is more than $3,000,000,
fore the campaign is over the people while that of New Mexico is less than
will be thoroughly awakened to real $800,000. And It may be likewise of
facts touching this entire business. Interest to know that while New Mexico for the past five years has been
Then will come the judgment."
reducing her debt many thousands of
dollars, A"izona dining the same time
ENTHUSIASTIC OPTIMISM.
nas been increasing 'nor bondel InThe Orograde Times is very opti- debtedness from twenty to thirty thoumistic of the future of the mining sands of dollars annually. Let the
camp where it is published and in fact
journals answer these
of the great southwest of whicli New facts unless they are forbidden by
Mexico is an Important part. Its opti- their masters to publish the facts."
mism is encouraging and agreeable.
It sounds well and it feels well. Th
RIGK. AND SAGACIOUS.
A few days ago the
paper expresses it in the following
Albuquerque
Fakir Journal
that it
threatened
pleasant language:
"All trains through this section of would support the candidacy of
the country carry extra coaches at
A. Larrozolo, Democratic nomithe present time.
nee for Delegate to the 00th Congress,
"It is necessary, to accommodate the should Delegate W. H. Andrews be
crowds of lioineseekers who are head- renominated for the same position by
ing this way who are seeking new the Republicans. Slrange to say, and
fields of endeavor in this section,
despite this threat, the Republican
where the same opportunities are pre- Territorial Convention, consisting of
sented today, that were open in the ITS members,
and
nevertheless
older sections of the settled east twenty-f- notwithstanding,
unanimously nomiive
years ago.
nated Mr. Andrews to be his own suc"In coming to the southwest, they cessor. What is more, the Republiare following the tide of capital wlhich can
party of the Sunshine Territory
is surging into the country, seeking is in a
very strong, healthy and satismore profitable employment than It
factory condition anil will elect .its
can find in the east.
nominee to Congress by a very hand"Every valley that trends to the some majority. Verily, the wrath and
south is the theater of scenes of great scorn of the
Albuquerque Fakir Jouractivity, the laying out of farms, of nal as well as Its advice, were not at
towns, and general Improvement, and all heeded
by the Republican delewherever the"e is water, or wherever
last Saturday. In this they
it may be obtained, settlements are gates
were remarkably right and sagacious.
planted and grow and thrive.
"Now that Orogrande i3 about to
After all while the-- e is considerhave water, the fact will advertise itable tax dodging in New Mexico, it
self, and this community will receive
does not come up to what has been
benefit from the stream of immigraon for many years and is now
tion that is flowing into this section going
In Arizona.
the
For incondition
valof the world, farms will dot the
Dominion! Mining Comthe
old
stance,
ley to the east, roads will be constructpany in the Globe mining district,
ed, and Orogrande will grow in imwhich produces millions of dollars
portance as a shipping and financial worth of
copper ore per yea", is aswill
of
name
its
maintain
and
center,
sessed at about $200,000, while the
most
the
fastest
being
growing and
Copper Queen Mining Company, whic'i
prosperous town in the Territory."
returns marveloua and Immense dividends on its stock, is a still greater
ANOTHER INSTANCE OF DEtax dodger. Compared with Arizona
PRESSED BUSINESS.
the New Mexico tax dodger is scarce.1. Van
Houten, general manager of ly in it.
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Mrs. Russell Sage absorbed some of
Pacific Railway Company, announces
that a division of the new road from the financial wisdom of her late hus
Preston to Cimarron, 34 miles in band; she has decided that it would
be cheaper to double the legacies of
length, is now open for freight traffic. As soon as other extensions are all the heirs than to pay a bunch of
to defend the will. Mrs. Sage
ready for business, announcements lawyers
Is sage in her old age.
will be made. Another indication
that New Mexico is going to perdiWisdom Is rare; the political policy
tion and that its business men and
its Industries are ground into the of Samuel Gompers will doubtless re
dust by excessive taxation and cor- duce majorities in some Republican
but how many votes for or
rupt administrations, territorial and districts,
labor will it produce in the
county, that is, according to tb,e Albu- ganized
next house? That's the question that
querque Fakir Journal and two or counts.
three yellow sheets, in its wake. To
decent and patriotic citizens the above
It may be that the fate of the
announcement means that the TerriCubans is in their own hands, as
tory Is continuing on the high road
statesman has said, but
of prosperity which It commenced to distinguished
as the New Mexican sees it, the hands
travel when the Republican adminis- are
those of Theodore Roosevelt.
tration came into power In Neiw Mexico In 1897 and which road it has purSenator Beveridge saya government
sued steadily up to today.
control of railroads, not government
ownership, Is the correct attitude.
Mr Bryan made a news "scoop" That's where Senator Beveridge and
when
he asserted that President Colonel Bryan differ.
Roosevelt and Vice President
Fair-banks were In the same boat with
King Alfonso Isn't so slow : he has
him, on the public ownership of rail- already Interviewed the stork and arroads. He yet. has the "scoop" all to ranged for a call at the Escurlal In
himself,
Madrid,
s
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BE TRUE.

Santa Fe Readers Must Come to That
Conclusion,
It is not the telling of a single case
in Santa Fe, but scores of citizens tes
Endorsement by people you
tify.
know bears the stamp of truth. The
following is one of the public statements made In this locality about
Doan's Kidney Pills:
Benito
Romero, employed with
Lambertson's Transfer, residence San
Francisco Street, says: "The use of
plasters for a vear and a half on my
back did not bring the results I expected and relief from pain across the
loins was just as remotely in the distance as it was when I first noticed It.
This led me to go to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doaa' Kidney Pills and take
a course of treatment. I read In our
Santa Fe papers that they could be depended upon and with considerable
faith in the preparation because It
positively. slated that they were' for
the kidneys mid the kidneys alone, I
commenced the treatment. It was
very satisfactory. I i sed two boxes
and they stopped the trouble."
For sale by all dealers, Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doau's and
take no other.

The Commuter and His ,
Untold Story About Hogs

In

commuter from Maplewood
into his Wall street office
New York ten minutes late, as

usual.
"Boys,"

he burst out, "the funniest

THE

thing happened"
"Say, has this got anything to do
with the baby?" asked the chief clerk.
"No, It hasn't," snapped the commuter. "As I was saying"
"Anything about the Incubator?" asked the stenographer.
"No!" bawled the Jerseymnn, who
was getting mad. "As I was saying"
"Leave out your new gurden," said
the bookkeeper.
The commuter glared and weut on,
"I was about to tell"
"Say, has your kid got a new toot'?"
smiled the odlce boy.
Then the poor man exploded.
"I won't tell It at all," be yelled. "I
was going to tell a story about new
hogs, but I am afraid that you will
take It us personal."- - New York Globe.

He Couldn't (let Out ot It.
Foster-Milbur"Quite a lavish display of weddlug
presents, Isn't It?"
m
"Yea. I don't know that I ever saw
so many beautiful ones before."
"Idiotic, though. What do the peo
ple who give them care for the bride
New Mexican advertlsors get trade. and groom? Everybody who brought
a present merely did so for the purpose
off. If the cards of the
Don't forget our targe and complete of showing
these things were not
people who
bindery and job department. All work attached to gave
them I'll bet you nobody
work handled In the most
would have brought anything more lav
manner. One trial makes you a perish than a fifty cent spoon. They don't
manent customer.
get nio to make u fool of myself In
that way. Why should these young
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
who lire getting married be
Herewith are some bargains offered simpletons
stocked up with enough stuff to start
ComNew
Mexican
by the
Printing
a jewelry store? Did you give 'em
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the anything?"
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
"Yes. 1 gave them that $300 check
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri over there. You see, 1 am the girl's
Pleading forms, IS; Missouri Code father und couldn't very well get out
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt of it." Chicago Itecord-IIerald- .
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Tent.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, Euglisli
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
"Yes, the prisoner was a woman of
leather, $3; Sherirs Flexible-Cove- r
They tried In
extraordinary nerve.
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or every known way to make her nerv
more books, $t each; New Mexico Su- ous."
"That so?"
preme Court Reports, Nos. S to 10, In"Yes. They shot off a gun unexpect
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75e; Compilation Min- edly, yelled 'Fire!' and told her u dis
Digest of tant powder blast was an earthquake.
ing Laws, 50c; Money's
Then they lib
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $0.50; Still she was unmoved.
erated a mouse."
full list school blanks.
"I'll wager a bank roll ugniust a sto
RAILROAD RATES.
gie that the mouse made her nervous."
"Not at all. She only stepped on It
In order lo relieve the demand for

labor In San Francisco and other
points in California the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway puts Its
colonists' rates to California Into effect on August 27 Instead of September 15 and they will continue dally
until October 31 inclusive.
J. M. Connell, general passenger
agent of the Atchison, Topeka & San-lFe Railway, has notified agents of
the fact that the colonists' rates to
the northwest are effective this year
from August 27 instead of September
15 and will continue dally until October "1 inclusive.
Colonists' special rates to Mexico
via Hie Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway are effective this year beginning August 27 Instead of September 15. General Passenger Agent J.
M. Connell has notified agents of the
railroad and connecting lines of the
change. Those special rates will be in
effect dally to October 31 Inclusive.
For particulars inqu're of any agent,
Santa Fe.
a

a

and laughed."
"Great Jupiter! Such a woman as
that wouldn't lose her nerve If the
earth exploded."
"Oh, yes. One of the detectives stepped up and whispered In her ear that
her hair bad been mussed up for two
hours, and then she collapsed. Chicago
News.

Full Stop.
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Lady Helper Come, Johnny, I'm
sure you can manage one more piece of

.11:30 p. m.

Depart.
No. 720.
. . ..30:00
a. m.
No. 722
...4:20 p. m.
No. 724
8:50 p. m.
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 win stop at all stations, Lainy
'o Albuquerque to discharge passes
'era from Santa Fe.
G. H. DONART,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
1rtB Pl7
Sh,..u Fe. New Mexico

The New Mexican can do printing
equal lo that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out, Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
i bit best binderies In the wett
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co.,. of pew York
Lowest Rate.
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
LA.COME

Sc

GABLE, Proprietors.

Q THE
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A
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R
E
HOTEL
American and. IJnropenti Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
HmUd. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Nigh;. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coronado Hotel
, G. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of the
Coronado Restaurant
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS !N CONNECTION.

222 San Francisco St.

COTTAGES FOR THE

CURE

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

DU

J. II.

SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA

IE,

N. M.

cake.

Johnny (In a hoarse whlsper)-c-N- o,
thanky, mum. Ah can still eat, but
Ah can't swaller. Punch.
An Inapt CuinpariHon.
"He looks like a Greek god," said tho
girl who raves.
"I shouldn't say that," replied Miss
"Most of the Greek gods I
Cayenne.
have seen In art galleries had vacant
stares and pieces chipped off their ears
or noses." Washington Star.
Belle

Bertha'a Idea.
Bertha Is getting to be quite

While doctors disapproving stand
And microbes darkly hint.

.............12:01 p. m.
......:15p.ni.

BER6ERE

Temfen.

Cooooacrdal

Dint and treatment as approved liy leading medical authorltlos. Personal study ami attnntlon given each ease. Separate hospital for fever
and other pallents,. For further particulars address,

On some defenseless baby's cheek
The first kiss leaves- Its print,

Arrive.
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

I

TENT

Though some perhaps may reckon leas,
Some calculate It more,
This much Is safely specified
The kiss has ages four.

TABLE.

Lugs Ssunffc R ooau for

MotWn Scitsutilic Methods for Treutment of Disease.
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famous.
Blanche Oh, well! Bertha's idea of
There's Work For You in California.
All classes of labor may find steady fame Is to ride around in a hansom
employment In San Francisco. Top and have people say "That's
Spectator.
notch, wages; higher than eastern
scale. Perfect climate. Construction
HIm Peculiar Syntem.
work possible at a season when it
"Yes, I'm going to eat all I can this
ceases elsewhere.
Invest $25 in a
railroad ticket. On sale via Santa Fe year."
a very day until October 31,. 1900, in"Why so?"
"Because I'm afraid that everything
clusive. Illustrated leaflet showing
rate ot wages, free to those who ap- eatable will be higher next year."
ply to G. rt. Donart, Agent Santa Fe, Baltimore Sun.
New Mexico.
Four Ages of the Kins.

LOCAL

One ol the Best Hoteli to the West

SANTA FE, KLW MFXKO.

BARGAINS.

Bj

WILLIAM VAUQHN, Prop,

(i. LUPf HERPHIA. Propriclbr.

G. H. DONART,
N. M.

NEW

1906.

1,

TflE PALACE HOTEL

South Side Plaza.

Agent, Santa Fe,

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Priming Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheei.
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadiugs, $G; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
two
or
Docket,
single, $1.25;
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nop 3 to 10, in
elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws.
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $G.50, delivered,
full list school blanks.

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

The second kiss Is tiulte the best
Since Eden's bubble burst,
For then the maiden asks the youth,
"Am I the very first?"
Then comes the kiss the husband gives
Upon his wife's fair brow,
Whereat she sagely speculates,
"What Is he up to now?"
Last comes the kiss promiscuous,
When past the years have whirled;
On some tine woman is bestowed
The smack heard round the world.
MuLandburgh Wilson In New York
Press.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Pfopfietor.
Fine Win es.L iquorsand cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA

qudrow 8l

N. M.

f--

m mm e

Undertakers acd
Embaltners
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office Budding.
35.
DyLTelepoaw
B.
Hjuua, ft

JefcjMtatt.

tat

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Atfttomolbil e

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a' large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
The abort line between Santa F.,j
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. 'We will Albuquerque and all points ot Central
sell them at five cents In book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell
but will give a discount on quantities.
nd the Pecos Va,lley, saving passengers and nulls at least 24 hours In
The New Mexican Printing Company time In "making these points: also conIs prepared to furnish cards de vlslte necting at Torrance with the Rock Isfor ladles or gentlemen on short no- land system for all points east an!
tice, In first class style at reasonable
est. ', ;:
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Con.'
). W. STOCKARD,
pany and leave your order.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
Leave. Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favor,
able conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachets carried, but cannot handle

trunks at present

Manage, Powell,

Tew

Mexic

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1906.

1,

BAM

pTIOpi
Ft.

Finely Constructed, Ably Delivered
Talk Presenting Strong Ideas
and Facts.

OF SANTA

Th. oldeit banklni Institution In New Mexico. Establishes" In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Btirsliu ana UnKlvlied Picflte

f5,M.

In all Its branchss.
Loana
tionsy on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal 'and col.
ataral eacurlty. Buys and aells bonds and stocks In all marksts for
Its customers. Buys and sells domeitlo and foreign exchange and
makes tslegraphlo transfers ofmonay to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ae are ylven by any
agency, aubllo or private. Interest a'lowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or ysar'e term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
Ths bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alma to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, as la
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De
posit boxee for rei.t The patronage of the publlo la reepectfuliy eo
Melted.

g
Z

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
UOSWKU,,

HKW MKalCO.

$

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Now ImlUllngvall furnishings and equipments modern aud comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steaui-hoateBOARD
and
LAUNDRY, S350 per session. Session la
TUITION,
ihree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL In a noted health resort, J, 700 feet above sea level;
Sunshine every day from September to June.
REGENTS-Nath- ati
Jaffa, VV. .VI Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Flulay aud E. A. Cauoou
Coliegas.

For particulars address

COL.

J.

W. WILLSCN,

Supt.

0J0 CALlEfJTE f(0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst ot the Ancient
miles west
CHff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, (i.OOO feet. Climate
very dry and - delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious"
hotel for. the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1.CSG.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

Bar-Bac- a
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Hpiegolborg.
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Vares

anfl ChtIos

Raa Wax, Peatehr and Lin) Bravm Watilj
Opals, Turqewieoo, Gamete and Other Berne.,
Beet of BvarytMnf la Star Urn.
MOTTO:
Te Have

Blanket, gasket,
OUR

Proprietor.
N. M.

Caliente. Taos County,

astf Baa Frajicia

,

d

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers 'has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
mutism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
Disease ot the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh
La Grippe, all Fenial Complaints, etc..
etc. Hoard, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; ?15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage jueets Denver trains
and waits for Sanla Fe train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and .reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day,
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.10. For further par
ticulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

i

L

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

exicarj Filigree

Watches, Clocti Jewelry
anil

Hail Painted

JEWELS

China.

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navabo Bugs and In
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Uetall.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported
OUR

and Native Wines

SPECIALTIES-Ol-

d

for Family Use.
Crow, McBrayer
and Paxton, Old

Ouck' nhelmer Rye, Taylor
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

Following is the speech of Hon. H.
Bursum, chairman of the Republican Territorial Central Committee,
before the convention at Las Vegas,
which was a revelation in oratory
and argument even to his most Intimate friends:
There Isn't a Republican platform
and there is not a Republican speaker
in this broad land of ours today who
does not dwell directly or Indirectly
upon the marvelous prosperity that
has reached Its fullest development
during the Rooseveltlan administration. Historians will call this the golden age, the climax of a wise policy of
protection to industry and of home
building. Figures are so vast that
they no longer bring to the understanding an adequate Idea of the extent of this prosperity.
Some Enormous Figures on Trade.
What does it convey to your mind
or to my mind to be told of a trade
balance of fifty or sixty million dollars In favor of the Untied States?
What does It mean to anyone to read
in the press that the National Treasury
Is overflowing with gold and that It
has a reserve ot forty million dollars
greater than a year ago at this time;
that our exports and our manufactures
must be measured by the billions of
dollars and that our farm products exceed In value those of entire Europe?
The human mind cannot grasp
these facts but there Is something we
can all understand.
When we see
that every man who desires it can
have work at good wages; when we
look, upon happy firesides where
there are found comforts and luxuries
that our forefathers did not dream of;
when we have Shorter working days
than ever before with more in the pay
envelope than ever before; when we
see
and
smiling, well-fechlldiren attending our public
schools receiving that education without which ao many of their fathers
had to make their way In the world;
when we know of the good things of
life that are going to the humblest In
tihe most lonely places and watch the
stream of prosperity divide and subdivide until It reaches the homes of
the farmer, the stockman, the laborer,
then truly is the real extent. of our
prosperity apparent to us.
Prosperity In New Mexico Too,
That New Mexico Is sharing fully
In 'this prosperity
yon all know.
Sheep and cattle upon a thousand
hills bringing revenue to their owners, their keepers and the middlemen;
banks increasing right along In numbers and In wealth; new towns, absence of busineps failures, the building of railroads, the opening of coal
mines, the construction of irrigation
works, the multiplying of newspapers,
of wealth among
the distribution
business men and investors, all these
are the rule today in New Mexico.
Not only hundreds, but thousands of
homeseekers from the most prosperous and progressive states are pourtaking up
ing into this Territory,
their means,
homesteads, investing
eager to share In the prosperity tihat
has come to us and of which all the
world has learned. Truly it must be
good to live in New Mexico these
days when even the outsider from far
away appreciates our advantages, our
good government and accepts with a
cheer the welcome we extend to him.
We see the workman, the farmer, the
sheep and the cattle raiser, villages
and towns, having part in this prosperity, this growth. Surely the good
things of this world are coming within reach of all and never before did
opportunity nold out so many gifts
as she does today. That this opportunity also means new resiwnslblllties
and that we are meeting these responsibilities bravely and wisely, is certain and therefore the future of tihe
Sunshine Territory will be brighter
even than the present.
And does all this come of Itself?
There must be wisdom
Verily not.
in government, a wisdom that inspires confidence In the present and
In the future; there must be stability
in principles and adherence to wise
and proved policies, such as the protective tariff, the sound money standard, the regulation of public and
corporations, respect of - law
and order, and greatest" of them all,
gift of tihe Roosevelt administration,
the reclamation policy. It Is fortunate for the people that the Republican party stands for all of these
things and that the nation has at its
rudder, not only the greatest Republican, the greatest American of today, but the greatest figure in the
world's history of the present time,
Theodore Roosevelt.
Praises for President Roosevelt.
What need of my telling you of the
mighty deeds of this great leader of
the nation that have stirred not only
Europe but also the Orient. Be It as
a
a peacemaker among nations;-aprotector of American republics; as a
builder of an oceanic canal; as a
trust busier, or as a constructive
statesman,- he has no peer among liv
ing men and time Is writing his
achievements large upon the pages of
history. As a tried and true friend
of New Mexico, as a man especially
near and dear to us, we, who knew
honors had
him before the highest
come to ihlm, we all respect lilm, and
most of us, yea, I hope all of us, love
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machines break down
MANY writing
their youth, but Remintftons
have tough constitutions and, no mat- ter now nara tne wore iney ao, iney
are sore to reach a hale and vigorous
old age.
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WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.
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him.
It Is true, he has been misrepresent
ed even In this Territory, but what
man In public life is not? Let me
tell you from my limited personal
knowledge that ithere is no man In
he National Capital who has had or
who does have so near to heart the
welfare of this commonwealth as
Theodore Roosevelt and who understands Its needs so well. He has

planned for lis future as

a

father

& S. F.

Railroad

npany

will sink fourteen deep wells

pany has bought twenty acres at jkwand adjolulug the town site and

-

water

as far east aa the Rock Island.

The

com-

"
m

The town site

Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the prleo of lots will soon advance. Belter come now.

owned by

Is

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
...

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.

:

...

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

,. v

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

plans for his children; he has helped
more than any other man to mate the
generous provisions for the great state
of which he hopes to see New Mexico
the principal pant, and in this as In all
other things the father is even more
farseelng than the children. No matter how some may disagree with his
plans, no one dare tell me that the
honest in his
President Is not
friendship for New Mexico and does
not seek ito further its best interests.
This commonwealth has been fortunate in having at the National Capital, the past eighteen months, a man
who does things, Hon. William H. Andrews; a man who has surprised even
his most Intimate friends In the volume of work he has accomplished under the most disadvantageous circumstances Imaginable. It Is no small
matter for a man to he the errand
boy for a constituency of 1100,000 people; to secure 450 pensions from a
reluctant pension bureau; to have established new postofflces; to do cheerfully the one thousand and more
things from getting an Increase for
clerk hire in a postoflice to securing
a hundred thousand dollar appropriation for a public building at Albuquerque from out of the teeth of the watch
dog of the treasury, that grand old
man, Speaker Cannon, and securing
$200,000 for Las Vegas for a similar
purpose in the not distant future. But
it Is even more to be a constructive
statesman, to gain and keep the confidence, the good will of a Congress of
almost five hundred Senators and
Representatives, each with a constituency of a quarter million or more
people clamoring behind him for their
share of tihe good things they expect
from the government.
Truly, New
Mexico has had at Washington pleading for It, not only a voteless, even
though persistent delegate, but several score of Congressmen and a number of powerful Senators, always
ready to hearken to the voice of our
able Delegate In Congress. Whether
you ask Speaker Cannon or Senator
Penrose, whether the heads of the
great departments or the chiefs of
bureaus, they will all tell you that
New Mexico has been
magnificently
represented and that even though only
a territory it has been more to the
front and has received more recognition from the government than the
greates t state in the Union, all
through the tireless efforts, the diplomacy of the man whom his opponents more fitly than they knew, 'have
called "Bull" Andrews. Silent, yet
forceful, diplomatic yet fearless, he is
truly a man who does things, not for
himself but for the people, a man who
gets there when anything Is to be
done for his constituency.
Advises for Jointure Without Mental
Reservation.
When I advise the Republican party
of the Territory to acquiesce in the
provisions of the Hamilton enabling
act that Congress has passed and that
has been approved by the President,
for our admission into the Union as a
state with Arizona, I do so without
mental reservation and with the zeal
of a recent convert. I do it because I
realize that it is the best, the most
generous measure that has been ever
and probably will be ever passed, for
the admission of a state; I do It because I long for the great privilege
of American citizenship; because I do
not want to" delay for one moment
the time when our people, my fellow
citizens, the humblest as well as the
proudest, the native as well as the
new comer, will be admitted to all
the rights of free born American citizens, a heritage baptized In blood and
proved in the battle's furnace; because I love this Land of Sunshine,

Santa Fc Central Rail'y
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(Homestead Entry
Notice for Publication.
Effective .Monday, February 26, 1906.
Department of the Interior,
Laud Otilce at Santa Fe, X. .V
Eolith Hound
North Uouud
September 201 h l!o:l.
Imi!
I
Nu
Altl No 2
Notice Is hereby given that Itafiud
Herrera y Ortega of llobnrt, X. M., 1 in p. ii
4. 2D V
l.e....Si,t Ke.. .Arr" 7.IXXJ
tii " ,. ..Douuelttlia...
B.Ufxj 4.0J p
has filed notice of his iuienlio.'i to I ;)
"
"
36 p
&40UI
it.
t,i
...Vtiirtt lllttiiuu..
make Anal five year proof in support 2.i0
i
ii tz "
hmiiiBily.... "" 6,050 3. 10 p
"
,
Ml
Ini-2.60
6,126
of his claim, viz.;
l
p
Homestead Knlry i. Hi
'
" 6,370 2.10 p
41
il
itmiley
No. 629:!, made April 11, I'.MH, for 4.10 i Sal;
... .jlurlarty ... " 6,260 1.66 p
"
ilfluuwh... " 6,176 1.10 p
the NE4 SfiU, SGJ NE4, Sec. 31, ami 4.86 p til "
lit)
6.05
.... tutmioltt.... " 6,141 12.45 p
W2 NW4, Sec. 35, T 21 X It 2 R, 6. SJ p M "
Wlllard..,, " 6,121 11.26 a
a
and that said proof will be made be- II.7 t.516 p K. "" ....i'ri,Breu... "" 6,211 10.66
10.30 a
Biuuctt
6,2
i
fore the register or receiver at San, tin trr ... lurrauoe..Lvt 6,47:
1 l.i
0.60 a
ta Fe, on November 8, ll'Otl.
He names the following witnesses
Coniieeilng at Simla Fe, N. AL, with
to prove his continuous residence up- the Denver ,V liiti Grande Railroad fur
on and cultivation of, the land, viz: all poiuia in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Llbrado Sanchez, Jesus M. Sanchez, Montana, V asliiugiou, aud the Great
Fruuclseo M, Martinez, all of Nspa- Northmen!.
.ilirado de Heverr.i, of
nola, N. M.
Connecting at Torrance for all
Hobart.
points eahl anil west with Goldeu State
MANUEL It. OTEfJO,
Limited Mains Nua. 43 aud 44. 1'uil
man lierUia reserved by wiro.
lte;.;istrl'
For ruled and information address

ti:m:e

i
,

i

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches lu
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
,
Max. Frost, Box No.
Sauta Fe,
C.-2-

New Mexico.

Calling caros, ousiness and note paper, envelopes and legal blanks are
specialties of the New Mexican PrintMall orders
ing Company.
given
prompt attention.

-

(Homestead Entry No. r,f,uj.) ...
Notice for Publication.
Department ot tho Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. l!Hi,
Notice Is hereby given that .ManBelle Lawrence of Senorlto, X. M.,
has filed notice of her lutenllcn to
make final five year proof in support
of her claim, viz;
Homestead entry
No. GGOO, made March 12, 1II0II. for
the NEI, SE4, Sec. 7, N2 SV 4, XW4
SE4, Sec. 8, township 20 X, ra'igo 2
E, and that said proof will bo made
before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on Oct. 12, 11)00.
She names the following witnesses
to prove her continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, (he land, viz.:
W. G. Bletchor E. W. Carnett, U.
C. Lawrence, all of Senorito, X, M.;
E. M. Fenton. of Perea, X. M.
MANUEL it. OTERO,
Register.
(Homestead Entry, No. 80.19.)
Notice For Publication.
Department ot the Interior.Laud Office at Santa Fe New Mexico, September 5 190G.
Notice Is hereby given that Rafael
Montoya, of Santa Fe County, hat filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of hii claim,
Viz:
H. E. No. 8059 made Sept. 2,
Sec. .12, Twp.
1904, for the N. E.
18 N., R. 10 E., and that s;;id proof
wlfl be made before the register or
receiver, at Santa Fe N, M., on Oct.
five-yea- r

12, 1906.

He names the following

witnesses

to prove his continuous residence

up--

and cultivation of the land, viz:
Marcario Jimenez, Edward Andrews,
Anlleto Contreras, Auastacl- - I'acheco,
of Santa Fe N. M.
MIGUEL It. OTERO,
Register.

PROFESSIONAL
ATTORMEYB

MAX. FROST.

Phone

RICHARD H. HANNA.
Attorneys at Law.

6.

Office, Qrlffla Bit.

a W. PRICHARO,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
aud gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office, Capitol Bid., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.
Clfton,
New Mexico.

.

REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
You can get some bargains la the
Attorney at law.
real estate llue right now by calling
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
on tho reliable real estate dealers,
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Hughes & Delgado Office west aide Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Com
of Plaza.
ties, Third Judicial

District.

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
Raising Abundance of Water.
The Espanola Valley ol the Rio
Grande beginning twenty miles north
of Santa Fe aud extending north
miles to Einbudo la pertwenty-fivhaps the greatest irrigated Taller in
No other valley has a
New Mexico.
better climate, soli, variety ot products or more abuudaut supply ot
water for irrigation. The soil in this
valley is free from alkali, cold, atormy
winters or excessively hot summers;
it is shut in by high mountains and
as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
roll by unused. Home seekers are
settling here rapidly aud more are
welcomed to help make this beautiful
valley the best in the Rockies.
For further particulars in general,
prices of bearing orchards, Improved
and unimproved lands, etc.. address
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Immigration agent, Espanola, New Mex
e

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
. . New Mexico.
Dtmhiu

'

J.

tt

run-dow- n

Remington
cm

vpewr iter

Boaluun.

H. C.

ON HAM A WADE,

Wada

Attorneys at
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts ot the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and fcefore the U. S.
Surveyor Generals and D. S. Land
Officers.
Cruces, N. M.

ls

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices !n the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Bant Fe, New Mexico.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and District Courts; Mlnnuig and Land Law
a Specialty. Rooms S t Sena Bloc.,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
(Late Surveyor Doners!)
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Laad and lUnlng Business a Specialty.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

District
Practices In the District Court and
the Supreme court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
OSTEOPATHY.
OR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours: MS m.,
Phone lit.
p. m.
S-

d

PHARMACY.

re

Santa

N. 8. Rose.
8pence.
real estate business? It is because thia
8PENCE A R08E.
linn Is reliable aud any property
Attorneys.
placed lu their hands will be looked Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
after In a businesslike manner. Office
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Eatancia.
west of l'laza.
New Mexico.

STANDARD TONIC

IRELAND'S

AT LAW.

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why Is It that the firm ot Hughes ft
Delgudo are making a success of the George

THEt

.

CARDS

Attorney at law.
New Mexico.

S. U. UKIMSHAW,

(teneral 1'aBseuEer Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Llue at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roa- well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
Jut 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roa- well for Torrauce at 1 p. m. and arrives
jut Torrauce at 10 p. m. The fare be
tween Sanla Fe and Torrauce la J6.G5
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10.
Reserve seats on automobile by
wire.
J, W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.

(Homestead Entry No. 7LS9.)
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
September 27, 1900.
Notice is hereby given that I'anl.a-leoMontoya, of Ciallsteo, X. M., lias
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
7189, made August 21, 1902, for the
NE4 NW4, Sec. 9, Lots 5 and C, Section 4, Township 13 N, Rauge 9 E.,
and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on November 8, 1900.
He names the following witnesses ico.
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
Ventura Anaya, Guadalupe Montoya. can.
Gil Sandoval, Tomas Vlllanueva, all of
Galisteo, N. M.
I CAN SELL
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on
Your Real Estate or Business
(Continued
Page tlx.)
Register.
No Matter Where Located
Properties and Business ot all kinds
sold quickly for cash in all parts of the
United St tes. Don't wait. Write today describing what you have to sell
and give cash price on same.
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
The ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed, aud the method of com- any kind of Business or Real Estate
write me your
bining and preparing them so that they gently and pleasantly build up and anywhere, at anyI price,
can save you time
requirements.
strengthen every part of the body, make it the ideal tonic for a disordered and
money.
condition of the system. Every one feels the need of a tonic sometimes.
DAVID P. TAFF,
The system seems to get "out of gear, " the appetite becomes fickle, tin
LAND MAN.
THE
restful
or
and
entire
is
the
not
are
body
refreshing,
depressed, sleep
energies
415 Kansas Avenue,
has a nervous, worn-ou- t
feelinf . When the system is in this depleted, run
KANSAS.
down condition it must be aided by a tonic, and S. S. S. is recognized every- TOPEKA,
where as the standard.
Being made entirely of roots, herbs aud barks
selected for their gentle action as well as their invigorating effect on the
system, it will not disagreeably affect any of the delicate members or tissues
tonics on the market which contain potash oi
as do most of the
ome other harmful mineral ingredient.
These derange the stomach and
digestion, unfavorably affect the bowels or otherwise damage the health.
8. S. S. tones upthe stomach and digestion, improves the appetite, produces
feeling, mid supplies
refreshing sleep, rids the body of that tired,
tone and vigor to the entire system. It
the healthy circulation
of the blood, acts more promptly and gives better and more lasting results
than any other tonic, and because of its vegetable purity is an absolutely
safe medicine for young or old. S. S. S. acts admirably in cases of dyspep
sla, indigestion and other stomach troubles, and after using it that imcom
fortable feeling of fullness, dizziness or drowsiness, after eating, are ni
longer felt. Not only is S. S. S. the greatest of all touics but possesses puri
fying and alterative properties, and if there is a taint in the blood it will
promptly remove every trace and restore perfect health. In selecting yout
tonic for this year do not experiment but get S. S. S., the recognized stand
rd.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CM,

Cures Backache
Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
of.
or
case
Bright's Disease
Disease
not
Bladder
Kidney
any
or Diabetes
reach of medicine; No medicine can do more.
'

WHUird and pump

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

-

Will cure
beyond the

at

ncpniialltig for forty acres more.

Is

MINING ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretsry and Treasurer New Mexico
Sohoel of Mines,
New Mexico,
ocorro,
CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET A SMYTH E.
Civil, Mining ana! Hyaraullo
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
East side Plaza
Santo Fe, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN.
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
D. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexico.
Fe,

uta

We print the news the day It happens.
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Special Sale
ON

-

Two Weeks Only
PRICE $5.50 and $6.00 J

omfori

Foot
Isn't something

you

need look forward

to be had an a reward fur a

t

o

Soino-thin-

or more of tor-

wet--

SHOt,S. They begin to
be comfortable with the day of I'turchuHe anil remain ho
until worn out. The Itanium last, the result of years of
study of the true proportions of the human foot, Is the

ture.

Not if yon wear HANNAN

cause of this.

Your day after day satisfaction Is the result.

L,

Kendall
the

Hannan factory.
Smart styles'.'
They are created
Try the Hannan shoe this time for the sake of your feel.

AFeast of Fall Fabrics
DiscriminatinDrcssers
have juM received the largest
WE line
of nuiples for men' suits
--

and overcoats. H contains nearly live
hundred of the latest fabrics and the
best materials that money can buy. All
of them are on display ready tor your
inspection and llrst choice of the very
latest fashions, any shape or style you
may desire. This is the only house in
(he city that can satisfy you with a per
feet tit, workmanship and anything else
So vthen this
In connection with It.
btiu-makes you a suit of cloibes or an
over coat von ill nut be ashamed to
because you .feel more
i ( i,r In anv kind of society or any gathering,
than ihe other fellow. For two weeks we
and
( intertable
will sell suits at ridiculously low prices so you cannot help yourself and
buy a suit or overcoat at any price you may teei line paying tor n

V. C. McDonald,

of Carrizosso, mem-

ber of the New Mexico Sanitary Board
and manager of the Carrizozo Live
Stock Company, in Lincoln County,
had nls name on thy Claire hotel register today. He was here on official
business.
Colonel G. V. Pilchard, who has
been in Las Vegas on convention duty,
as a delegate from Lincoln County,
returned home last night. He was
a prominent member of the body and
worked hard on the committee on
resolutions.
I. W. Alters, who served as a delegate in the I.as Vegas convention
from this county and participated In
ihe district convention which nominated candidates from the Santa
legislative
district, reached
home last evening from the Meadow

better-dresse-

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

City.

s MWIIIHHIIIIIIMIMHIMIMIIWHMIIMIIIIIM

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Ojo Caliente, New Mexico,

J

i
YotiWant

Antonio Salazar of Estancla, who Is
business in that town and Who attended the Republican convention In
the Meadow City as a delegate from
Torrance County, was In town last
night and today en route to his "home.
He .left. at. noon today via the Santa
Fe Central.
David Martinez, a well known citizen of Velarde, who has been in Las
Vegas and wa3 present at the Republican convention there Saturday, reached the city last night and this morning went 'home via the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad. Mr. Martinez has
many friends in this city.
Judge F. D. Morse, editor of the
Santa Rosa Sun, and C. H. Stearns,
a leading merchant at Santa Rosa,
who represented the Republicans of
Guadalupe County, at Saturday's Republican gathering in Las Vegas, were
among he visitors to the city last
night and today. At noon they went
south via the Santa Fe Central.
Frank Staplin, of Farmlngton, editor of one of the brightest and most
influential country newspapers In the
Territory, the Farmlngton Enterprise,
reached the city last night from Las
Vegas, where he attended the Republican convention as a delegate from San
Juan County. Mr. Staplin will return
to his northern home tomorrow. He
Is well known and has
many friends
In the northwestern part of the
and In this county.
Dr. Thomas W. Watson, a very
busy and prominent citizen, of Lincoln County, spent last night and this
forenoon in the ciity. In addition 'to
practicing his profession of medicine
he Is deputy county treasurer and conducts an extensive drug store at the
county seat. He Is also chaiirman of
In

s

TRY IT.

it

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Cornet Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
GG

INCORPORATED

I

j

Ter-"ito:-

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes,

Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

Here's Just the Right

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDER.

Bowel Laxative
SANTA

M.

Fft,

X.
Gentle,

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

.

aa

u

licit,

.

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY OTHER KIND.
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
a

228 San Francisco St.

:

Telephone

A

14

LADIES

DRY GOODS

Why suffer with
pain when

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
CURE

WILL

'RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, W OUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NLLIUAI.UIA,
G. A. Friedel, Dalian, Tux.

writi's: "I use Ballard's Know
Liniment for my family. It.
is tho bent Liniment mailt).
It relieves burns andaiiaUla.'
25c, 50c anU $1.00

Seligtnan Bros.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Sold

and Recommended by

FISCHER

DRUG CO.

the Republican County Central Committee. Dr. Watson called upon Ihe
t
physicians and also visited the
Tent City in a professional way
while in town.

Superintendent Clinton ,1. Crandall
of the U. S. Indian Training School,
who has been In 'the southern part of
Rio Arriba and the northern purt of
this county on official business in connection with Irrigation systems of the
pueblos in that section, has returned
to his post of duty. He was In company with John B. Harper, chief irrigation engineer and P. H. Robinson,
Irrigation expert of t lie Indian office,
who examined the irrigation proposition In the sections named with him.
E. A. Mieia, treasurer and
collector of Sandoval County, whose
home Is at Cuba in Ihe western part
of the county, arrived in the city last
evening from Uis Vegas where he attended the Republican Territorial convention. Mr, Mlera was nominated
as a candidate for the Legislative
Council from the Santa
district in ithe district convention of
delegates held Saturday and will return to this county in a few days to
make an active campaign if the Governor's apportionment is declared valid by the courts.
W. H. Jack, of Silver City, one of
the best known citizens of New Mexico, and manager of the Crowfoot Cattle Company, having ranches and live
stock in Union and Colfax Counties,
In the northern part of the Territory
and in Grant County, who was an Interested spectator at Saturday's Republican meeting in Las Vegas, was
in town today on business. Mr. Jack
Is a member of the Territorial Cattle
Sanitary Board and a valuable one at
that. He is the Republican nominee
for county commissioner of Grant
County and Is very popular and fully
competent, and stands a very good
chance for election.

miss a:

mugler

MILLINERY and
FANCY GOODS

i

Southeast Corner of Plaza.
SANTA

FE

NEW MEXICO

FAIR ASSOCIATION
'
FOR SANTA FE
Has Been Organized as a Stock
pany 'Session Last Night-GroNeeded.

Com-

unds

Santa Fe may have a fair of Its
own next year ami annually thereafter.
Prospects are bright for the organizing of a stock company to promote the
enterprise under the name of the
Santa. Fe Fair and Driving Assoclar
tlon,
Encouraged by the unqualified
success of the fair this fall at Albuquerque, sixteen of the prominent business men of the Capital attended a
meetilng held Friday night In the office
of Judge N. B. Laughlin to consider
sites for fair grounds at Santa Fe.
There is little doubt but what the Fair
Association will be organized, as over
half of the stock has already been
pledged.
Half a dozen places within a short
distance of the city which might be
transformed into a park such as
would be required were suggested, but
the one most favored Is the tract of
land lying just beyond the U. S. Indian Training School. It is proposed
to have a half mile circular race track
In the fair
grounds projected and
this site appealed to those Interested
more than the other places on account of Us being almost as level as

....

MRS. LYNG-

School Notes.

School Items.

scalds, inz.,

Would be pleased to have you
FALL MILLINERY
::
inspect ray new stock of
220 San Francisco 8t.

have to "be piped to the grounds for
sprinkling purposes, and a fire plug
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903- would be necessary as a precaution
against fire. While the location Is
about two miles from the city It is
believed that satisfactory arrangements can he made In the matter of
Irunsportatlon, either with the Santa
Ke Central Railway or the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad. This site lies
just west of the right of way ot the
Santa,. Fe Central Railway, and special
trains could be run out there during
the fair or for baseball games Sundays, S. 11. Grimshaw, general man
ager of the Santa Fe Central Railway,
was at the meeting last night and
thought the plan a feasible one. He
said that he felt sure that If a fair
Guaranteed Quality and Absolute Reliability.
were to bo held In this city It would
be largely attended from the surrounding country and lie was satisfied
that this Interurban service could be
Our line of Boys' and Chilmade profitable at regular street car
rates.
dren's
School Wearing ApIf the fair grounds now In view
is
are secured and the special train serparel
complete in every
be
vice is arranged, an effort will
Unmatchable
department
made to have the starting point from
the city at the foot of San Francisco
values in reliable goods.
Street. This would necessitate a traffic arrangement between the Santa Fe
Central and the Denver & Rio Grande
Companies. Thev latter's main line
SCHOOL SHOES,
track leading from the city runs past
the foot of Sun Francisco Street and
SCHOOL HOSIERY,
all that would have to be done
SCHOOL SUITS.
rail
of
an
extra
would be the placing
to make It standard gauge.
The projectors at Ihe meeting were
sanguine that fairs could he held here
the same as in otlher cities, and the
meeting was marked with an enthusiasm that virtually assures the sucFor Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the
cess of the venture. Captain Frederick
City
Muller, A. M. Bergere and H. S. Kaune
O.
P.
Box
219.
Phone 36.
were appointed a committee to look
up the ownership of the land decided
ii.on and report same at the niceties;
to be held next Wednesday.
A subscription committee has mad:l
the rounds of the business houses fir
several days and met with gratifying
success. It is expected that In a few
more days the entire amount will bs
subscribed. It Is proposed to have the
company incorporated with a capiti l
stock of $15,000. Up to Friday night the
subscription list showed that. $8,800
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
had been raised. Seven of the busidown
for
ness men put their nnmea
An additional soliciting
$1,000 each.
committee was appointed, consisting
We
in
of A. M. Bergere, Levi A. Hughes,
LEAD
D.
and
Jose
E,
Lacome,
Sena,
Joseph
Frederick Muller.
Those present at the preliminary
TEDDY
meeting were: Judge N. B. Laughlin.
chairman; Jose D. Sena, secretary;
in
Territorial Secretary .1. W. Raynolds,
UNDGRfAKINU AND EMBALMINd.
Levi A. Hughes, Nathan Salmon,
Charles Wagner, Llcen-eEmbalmer.
C.
K
Oscar
Watson, .1.
H. S. Kaune, A. M. Bergere.
Charles Closson, Edward Ehle, Julius
H. Gerdes, S. B. Grlmsliaw, Frederick MM
Muller, Julian A. Martinez and William Farali,
The following is the list of the subscribers and the amounts subscribed:
N. Salmon
$1,000
N. B. Laughlin
1,000
Phone 26.
Phone 26
1.000
i.evi A. Hughes
T. B. Catron
1,000
.1.
Wallace Raynolds
1,000
Charles Closson
t.000
M. A. Otero
1,000
500
.1. 13. Lacome
250
New Mexican Printing Co
200
Julim H. Gerdes
Is now in it? prime and if yoii are going to' preserve
I. Sparks
200
some
don't delay. Will make low prices dui ii.g
150
A. M. Bergere
100
tliis week; Also Pears for canning and preserving.
Jose D. Sena
Kit)
William Farah

Wholesale and Retail

It you do not have free. ear and reerulir
movements of tbe bowels you laelt the prime and
first essential of good health. There's mora
barm done than mere UDcomtortubleness, sluggishness and blllousA ness retention of food
wastes la the bowels
pollutes, irritates and
the circulatory syspoisons. You make
tem the blood
scavenger instead
of a fountain ot jy
purest lifeandun- -The Ills of containted vitality. U
m
not trifling but
tlpatlon are
re fraught
nearly always
with vital n mi wm jv w significance,
Seek your
relief thla
) Accept
Nature!
a floor.
f
een tie. natural
h aid of Lax-ett- l
Be sure Dot to
force and
Other advantages in favor of the
crowd tbe dell
ate organsdan-ot'Avoid all the
of the site near the Indian
selection
stomach
tbe
'and unknown oiede r of powerful
Icluesl Your safety
your neaitn art School are Its proximity to the water
Lax-ets- .
Tbe main running to that Institution, and
ke
always securedformula la on every boxv show it to your fam
are put up in a flat metal also because of its accessibility to the
Uy physician. Lax-et- s
ease in handy tablet form one tablet taken bes
fore meals or on retiring always brings relief. city.
The fact that this tract of land Is
Pleasing to take tbe most potent yet gentle of
all remedies a genuine help of Nature's
within easy reach of the water main'
bowel laxative whicb cures constipation. Re
will mean a big saving in tbe expense
toumended and for sale by
FISCHER DKUG COMPANY of laying water pipes, as water would

IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
REWE
RECENTLY
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE
. .

Sure Pleasant to Take
Tried and True, Genuine,
Nature's Remedy.

1906.

1,

SeligmanBros. Co

I,. Bradford Prince, who

s

In tile

I

'A.

was
In Colorado Springs during the week
the guest of friends, will return home
about the latter part of this week.
Charles L. Thayer, secretary of the
Gold Bullion Company, operating the
Golden mining district In south Santa
Fe County, spent today In the city
on business.
Frank Dlbert, assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, returned this afternoon from Estancla,
where he visited relatives land friends
since Saturday.
Judge Daniel II. Mc.MIllen, who with
his wife and sous, Is now residing in
Denver, writes that he will soon visit Santa Fe, partly to meet friends and
partly on business.
General Manager S. B. Grimshaw,
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, left
this morning on the work train which
Is doing some repairing to the line In
Ihe RsMunola Valley.
W. A. Bayer, private secretary to
Delegate W. H. Andrews, after a very
pleasant visit here Saturday and yesterday, returned to his post of duty
in the Duke City last night.
Dr. Charles A. W'heelon, who herd
Ihe proxy of Colonel Frost as a delegate from Santa Fe County at. Satur-ilay'I.as Vegas convention, was
among those who returned home yesterday.
Mrs. R. B. I.ee, of Comanche, Texas, arrived In the city Friday evening,
ami Is the guest at the home of her
sister, Mrs. J. V. Hayes, wife of the
local manager of the Postal Telegraph
Company.
District Attorney Alexander Read,
of Tlerra Amarilla, passed through the
city today en route from Las Vegas
to his northern home. Mr, Read was
a delegate from Rio Arriba County
at Saturdays Republican convention.
Mrs.

SHOES

. FOR

--

County Commissioner

was In town today and attended
session of the county board.

-

HANNAN

MCNTIfiN

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

.-

Co.

NVSXVXViXXx
CHARLES WAGNER

Fttfnittwe Co.
are as far

the

as

representing the
PEOPLE

hH. s.

ppE

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

7I(E YELLOW CRAWFORD PEA(r

C. A. Bishop
O. C. Watson

.

Edward Ehle
J. A. Martinez
Total

.

. . ,

100

loo
100
100

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY

Wednesdays and Fridays.

.$8,800

School Blank.
Certificate of Apportionment of School

Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet,
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Appointment, 14 sheet.
shoet
Contract for School Teacher,
'Mlnor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheol
vlt,
Notice of
sheoL
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
180 Page hand made Ledger, $6.60.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report
shet.
General Blanks.
sheet.
Township Plats,
Authority to Gather, Drive aud Handle
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorde
sheet.
Brand,
Miscellaneous.
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet.
sheet.
Lease,
Laaae of Personal Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
sheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Boad,
Execution
Forcible Entry and De
sheet.
talner,
Replevin Writ, Yt sheet.
Replevin Aifldavit,
sheet,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, V' sheeL
Warrant,
Commitment,
sheet.
Sheep Contract,
Affidavit Reaulred of Claimant,
Affidavit, H sheet.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
Prices.
On
or
sheets, eacn...,,..,.$ .05
1
Full sheet, each
2
sheets, per dozen
Mi sheets, per dozen
M
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.76
sheets, per hundred
2.60
per hundred
Full sheets, per hundred
4.00
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blankscustomer'
buslnesa card will be printed under fll
Ing without extra cost
Oath ot School Director,
sheet.

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.
We have a quantity

of first clasa
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
ran pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and se
our goods.
..

RIght-of-Wa-

D.

S. LOWITZKL

Lower San Francisco 8t., Santa Ft.

I

Hew iQexico Enipioyinent Bureau I
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Resldfo-

FOR SALE
A Nice
Lot.

7-Ro-

Attended to.

ts

At A BARGAIN:
Hottse.

Good Location.

Fruit Trees.
103

Palac

An.

Large
Plenty of
'Wntn

No. 1M.

CARL A. BISHOP & CO.

General Insurance Agents
SURETY BONDS, BURGLARY
ROOM

24

LAUGHLIN

BLOCK,

INSURANCE,

INVESTMENT BUSINESS.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

-

'PHONE 19

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

minor city

topics)

This evening la the regular meeting
night of the elly board of education.
A handsome metal celling has been
placed In the store part of the new
Salmon business block.
The brick part of the new jail building Is now under roof, and the
work on the structure will be
finished in a few weeks.
San to Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America, will meet tonight
In regular session at 7: HO o'clock at
the OJid Fellows' Mall, on Lower San
Francisco Street.
Today John V. Conway, proprietor
of the Normaudie hotel and Bon Ton
restaurant, and the Republican can
didate for 'Superintendent of public
schools, assumed the management
of the Claire cafe.
The High School football enthusiasts expect to get together In a few
days and organize an eleven for the
coming season. There Is good material to pick from and the boys feel
confident of having ti crack team.
The regular

monthly

eonvniunica-Ho-

of Moiutezuma

Lodge No. 1, A. F.
"and A. Masons, will be held In Masonic Hall this evening and will be
called to order at 7:30 o'clock, Visitto
ing Masons are cordially Invited
be present.

The members of the executive organization of file United Voters'
League will meet tonight at 7 o'clock

at the usual place. Full attendance Is
imperative, as business of Importance
is slated.
W. F. Brogan, president;
Charles Fairfield, secretary.
Saturday the following marriage
licenses were Issued by Probate Clerk
Marcos Castillo: Miss Rstafantta
aged 19 years, and Vicente
Chavez, aged 2il years, both of Santo
Fe. Miss Rosarlo Apodaca, aged 10
years, and Manuel Martinez y Lujan,
aged 24 years, both of Cow Springs.
Miss Apodaoa being under age consent to her marriage was given by iher

GOOD CLOTHES.
Yu may spell bad and at the same time put up a good appeerence, but
yur apparel is untidy it dusent mak eny difference about yur orthografy
it mite be better then old Webster's and yet you'd look bad. Dress well
meen tastily never mind yur spelling. Then there are folks who pay
out lots uv money fer clothes mabe yure one of them and never look
Yu ' know
well either.
somebody, perhaps, about whom yu hav ofen thot
"He always looks neet ana dressy, and yet I'll bet he don'i spend as much
money tor clothes as I do. THE SECRET Buy frum the merchant who
studies yure needs and what Is right proper and nobby and makes it his
manufacturers and the one
buslnes to keep In tuch with the most
who places at yure disposal the little nicities and fads as fast as they come
out. This character of place in Santa Fe Is the HABERDASHERY.
if

I

It's your liver In nearly
every case it's the liver.
That means constipa'-o- n,
biliousness, dyspepsia, poor
blood, headaches. Your doctor will tell you that good health den ands at least
one good, free movement of the bowels each day. Ask nun it tie knows any
W havo uo Beorcts t W publish
J.o. AverCo..
laxative better than Ayer s Pills.
our
i
Maaa.
th rurmulin

Tailor Made Overcoats and Rain Coats.
JUST IN.
Get posted on the nu stiles for fall. Kum in and let us
show yu a nu line of CRAVENETTES and OVERCOATS
Ready Made Prices

SUTES TO ORDER.

Santa

Fe

ail

medicine,'

tlheni. Both boys were thrown off.
Young Hampel fell on 'his right arm
which was broken between the wrist
and elbow but his companion was unhurt. Two men who happened to be
passing by w'hen the accident occurred carried the Injured boy to his

Lowell,

fracture was reMassle.
Santa Fe and Las Vegas divided
first and 'third money In the baseball
tournament' last week 'during the fair
at. the Meadow City.
The two cash
prizes combined amounted to $700, and
therefore each team received $350.
Albuquerque carried off the second
prize which was $300. The Santa Fe
club figured In four games While at
l.as Vegas. The first game was with
the Meadow City aggregation and resulted in a tie of 2 to 2 when the
game was called at the end of the
tenth inning on account of darkness.
The next game was with the Mcintosh Browns from Albuquerque which
was Interrupted at the close of the
seventh inning with t'he score, standing 3 to 3. This latter Lie game was
played off the following day when the
Duke City nine defeated the Capital
boys by a score of 4 ito 2. Santa
Fe and Trinidad played together Saturday, and the locals were victorious
by a score of 10 to 3.
G. H. Adams, of Brown wood,
Texas,
reached the city last Friday and will
remain here several days. He came
to visit his brother, Cabe Adams, who
is In the Territorial prison for safe
keeping, having been sent to Santa
Fe from Colfax Coun'ty where at the
last term of the court he was tried
upon a charge of the murder of Warren Mlddleton, of Raton, He found
that his brother was well cared for
and was contented with his lot as
far us a man In that position could
well be. He Is well and has nothing
to complain of and hopes to have his
case come up at the next term of the
district court of Colfax County for
adjudication. He claims to have had
more than sufficient provocation to
have laken the law Into his own
hands in killing Mlddleton. He has
a
had one trial which resulted In
disagreement of the jury. Mr. Adams
thinks Santa Fe Is a very interesting
town and while he regrets the sad
plight of his brother, is pleased with
his visit and the fact that his brother
is doing as well as could be expected

IS a money maker. He is also, proverbially! a money spender.

As soon as he acquires thrifty habits
of saving he steps in a class above the
average, the class of the Independent

and wealthy.
If you want to be above the average
you must save money. The sooner you
begin the sooner your advancement
begins.
Deposit your savings with us. They
will begin to draw Interest at once
and, like the crops on the farm, they
will

WHILE YOU SLEEP.

LADIES OF SANTA FE
Are Cordially Invited to Attend the

MILLINERY OPENING
Tuesday, the 18th. of September.

.1.

A.

uotuueb
"I find Cucareti to good that I would not b
without them. 1 was troubled a Brent deal with
Now eince taking
torpid ltrer and headache.
Cascarete Candy Cathartic I feel very much better
il shall certatuly recommend them to my frleuda
jat the bait medicine 1 havo ever teen."
'Auua Bat (net, Oeborn Mill No. It, Fall Hirer, Hut,

The Dowels

THE NORMANDIE

HOTEL

CANDY CATHARTIC

in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

jl
--

T

First-Clas- s

Pleunt, PIMbl. Potent. Tute Good, Do Good,
NtTsr Siukou, Wkeu or Gripe, Uo, 8Sc, Sec. Meyer
told la bulk. Too genuine Ublet stamped OUO.
GuArenteed to cure or your money beuk.
8terllng Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Col

Corner Don Gaspar Avenue and Water St.
IN

CONNECTION

ANNUAL SALE, TEH

WITH

John V. Conway.
4

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

BOXES

onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their

BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.

LIVERY STABLE

K1LI3H

The New Mexican Printing Company
la prepared to do the best ot brief
work in short order and at very reas-

Bon Ton Restaurant
Short Order
Buffet . .

Department
we have added a fine Hue of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, EtcliliioS, from the art store
of Ullnmu & Co., New York.
These
goods are attractive aud offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It cost
you nothing to look at them and be
your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We buve a full line of Cold Medai
cauip supplies, consisting of folding

Up-to-Dat- e.

iipf

Haberdashery.

cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy uo space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
lite. Also, full line of teuts and
Cull and see them,
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large Block of Jars, all
sizes and rubbers.

orderB.

D, &. R.

wanted.
Can make quick sales If price
Is satisfacty of following

properties:

Coal Lands,

SAVE YOUR ICE

aad consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically aud In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves mouey, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT;
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp'
Attohtlon. Sand for Cataloguj.

HUnLAnU & LU,

Effective

m.

11:110a
12:51 p
2:11 p

Stattuui
uiln
...0.. Lf ..Kan to, Fe
...94..
...Kipauola
. Kiublidu
,.w..

4::
7:30

..331.

Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands.
Colonization Lands.
Mining Properties.

WHOLESALE

and
RETAIL'

GRAIN, POTATOES,

DEALERS II

0tk

Land scrip boupht and sold
Hugo Skaberg,
'3a ton, N. M

SALT and sCLDs.

Sole Agent For

St.

8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT

mm:

YOUR GOOD WILL

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
-

Louis Beer

jjrf."i

Mails orders promptly attended to.
The New Mexican Printing Company Montezuma
Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
has on hand a large supply ot pads
Telephone No. 38
school
for
suitable
work,
and tablets
and
the desk, and also for lawyers
!
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at Ave cents in book form,
The Legislative Manual for 1906 or
Any Flavor You Desire.
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
We will deliver Soda Water In any
and official compendium of value to
quantity to any part of the city.
every business man and officer and o
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Telephone No. 38.
MexNew
Price $1.60. Address the
ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

SODA WATER

THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
The New Mexican can do printing
of
the
In
done
large
to
any
that
WILLIAM B PARSC-.S- ,
equal
Prop.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ot Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa "a
once
work we turn out. Try our work
Two Porcelain Bath Tuba.
and you will certainly come again. We Hair
a Specialty. Three FirstCutting
have all the facilities for turning out
Class Barbers.
of
one
of
class
work, Including
every
East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
the beat hlnderlea in the west.
Telegraph Office.

.3.

cn bo

relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive

for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale

we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like thii.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

.

Jeweler, Dealer
SQPTT7 t Manufacturing
Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
in

JACOB WELTMER

-

BOUGHT to any
par'.a In the Coun-

good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
f telephone when you have business with
A

people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Paton. Las Vegas, Cerrillosn
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Tele
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonBe-le-

I. SPARKS,

IN

much the largest asset we hare in our business.

HENRY KRICK
Letup's

t t

FLOUR, HAY,

Horn

Ar.. 3:3(1 p
i.v.. l:2tp
" ,. 12:2o,b
.
" .. 11:36 p
. .Barranca
" ,. ll):2t)i
.Servllleta
..'1'rn Pledrau. " ., 10 Ml i,
" .. :lt)p
. .Autoultu.
. .Alain
6:4U
ia.. .... "
,, 11:05 )
.Puebl
..Colo. a riun. " .. D:4up

t:uz v ..81...
4:82 p ..91...
6:45 0 125...
KiJOp ..153...

angeles. calif.

Dec ember lOlh, 19(15.

BUT BOUID
(to.

Cjio South Broadway

I(08

BSG1

LEO

6. SYSTEM

Lr..
..41. Ar. ,.Duvr
Trains stop at Embudo for o mm
where good meals are served.
At Antonlto tor Durango, Sllvertou
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate
points via the standProperties must be large and ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
of established value.
entire trip in daylight and passing
the FAMOUS ROYAL GOKGK
through
DOLLARS
SEVERAL MILLION
also for ail points on Creede branch.
8. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo
Ready for Invertment

able than the telegraph.

CHAS. CLOSSOW.

i

Santa Fe Branch.

It Is Much Cheaper

N

sup-plic-

The public Is showing its apprecia JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
tlou ot the attractive circulars seni
The New Mexlcau Pnutliig Couipau)
out by the New Mexlcau l'i luting has prepared civil aud criminal dock
Company, in regard to rubber sunups, eta especially for the use ot justices
ot the peace. They are especial!)
Special summer rates to l.os Ange ruled, with printed headings, In eithe
Pacific
Coas
ies, San Francisco, and
Spauish or Eugllsh, uiude of good re
poiuts by way of the Santa Fe Ceu ord paper, strougly aud durably bourn!
tral Railway, E. V. & S. W. Railway, with leather back and covers aud can
El Paso & Southern Pacific Hallway. vas, sides, have full Index lu trout uud
For inforumtiou call ou or address S, the fees of justices of the peace and
B. Orltushaw, general passenger agent.
constables printed In full ou the flrsl
The pages are 10 'xO Inches.
page.
The New Mexlcau Printing Com These books are made up 'u civil aud
pany has on baud a large supply of criminal dockets, separate of 32
writing tablets and scratch pads suit pages each, or with bolh civil and
able for school children, lawyers, mer- crlmlual bound lu one book, 80 pages
chants and also for home use, which civil and 320
pages crlmlual. To In
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
traduce them they, are ottered at tbe
and cheaper It ordered in larger quan
following low prices:
tities. These tablets are made from Civil or criminal
$2.7&
the odds and ends of tbe best paper Combined civil
$4.00
criminal....
and
obtainable, aad you are gettlug double
For 45 nents additional for a single
when
worth
buying.
money's
your
or 55 cents additional for a
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE docket,
combination
docket, they will be sent
THEM.
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
State
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn- full must accompany order.
whether English or Spanish
plainly
most
artistic
tbe
some
of
out
ing
is wanted. Address
binding In the Southwest. It Is the printed heading
PRINTING CO.
MEXICAN
NEW
In
mot completely equipped bindery
the Rocky Mountain States south of
The New Mexican Printing Comla headquarters for legal blanks ot all
kinds. The company makes a specialty pany la prepared to fill promptly and
In handling land office blanks, neces- satisfactorily all orders for engraved
sary In homestead entries and In min- visiting cards, marriage announceeral applications. Prices low, especi- ments, Invitations and all work ot that
ally In quantities. Circulars giving kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
full Information furnish' n
Mexican office and eiamlue
samples
and prices.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.

LAND

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line 'ifore

To Our Furniture

OVERCOATS TO ORDER.

I

duced by Dr.

--

V

Everything that's

home where the

GROW

Car of Old HlcUory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on Bale. If you
are In the market Tor a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

$15, $18, $20, $22.50, $25 and $30.

EDWARD EHLE.

Out of Sorts?

OUR LEADER

:

SPELLING AND ITS RELASHUN TO

fal'her.
In the base ball game Saturday afternoon at the campus of St. Michael's
College the Hlgli School team defeated the club from the U. S. Indian
Sohool by a score of 8 to 4. The
over
High School boys feel elated
their victory as the Indian nine took
the 9t. Michael's College team Into
camp recently to the tune of 17 to 7.
In Saturday's game R. Safford and .1.
Stafford were the battery for the High
Softool, and Martinez and Lopez for
the Tndian School.
AM burros are not of the patient
plodding kind. Two of tihem ran
away yesterday with youthful riders,
a fractured
one of whom sustained
arm as a result, Clarence Hampeland
Fred Fernandez, two boys about fourteen years of age, hired burros yesterday to ride Into the foothills. They
had planned going plnon hunting and
It was too far for them to walk. They
had no sooner mounted the little animals and started on their Journey
Hum the burros suddenly began running as fast as their feet could carry

FIVE.
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1,

try; send ticket
in and get cash for it; tran
suctions guaranteed; association office,
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albu
querque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital ; Parlors
The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four Qrst class artists : : :

Electrical Baths . . . 11.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlors Located West Side Plara
W. H. KERR, Proprietor

......

Manager.

Complete Stock of

School Supplies.
Authorized School Books on Hand
Used in Public Schools

JUST RECEIVED
A large sample line of Carpets, Rugs and Linoleums. We take measures of rooms and halls
and do the laying. All of these goods are sold at
Eastern prices. No charge for freight.

Please Call and Examine Them.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

PAGE
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(Continued From Pago Three)

WANTS

EADQUARTERS
for Wtddlag Card

ul aoaemt

4

Haslcta.

the

W HPI! HfW

IS; SB

Mercantile Stationery
M aaufactarct Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

MONDAY,

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
Its rocks and rills, Its plains and hills,
Its people and their traditions; because
I want to cast my
ballot, If I am
spared, and 1 want to see you cast
of that
your ballot for the
great American, our beloved Rough
Rider President, Theodore Roosevelt.
It Is gratifying to all of us no
doubt, that the Republican party of
New Mexico Is stronger today than it
ever Iras been before; that it is more
harmonious, more united than for
many years; that while It has room
for differences of opinion on subjects
that are vital or t'hat are trivial,
it yet commands the loyalty and the
support of fully 30,000 out ot 50,000
voters; H Is a subject for comgnatula-Won- ,
that the party Is keeping pace
with the demands of the times, with
growth and progress; Mint It Is not
narrow in its principles or their ap
plication; that it has been successful
during the past eight years in administering the public affairs of New
Mexico and most of its counties and
towns; that it can give a good account
with
which the
of its stewardship
people have entrusted it.
Very Best for Welfare of All Was

ORATORY FROM
CHAIRMAN FULLEN

Re
Flowery Speech Which Was Well
ceived By Convention Members
Not a "Political Talk."
FOR RENT Three nicely furnish
Is the speech made L. O.
Following
M.
ed rooms for light housekeeping.
Fullen of Eddy County, who was chos
Miller, Caiiltol Bldg.
en as tue cnairman ot me lemiurmi
Republican convention and who pre
0. Tolzien Trinidad, Colorado, Piano
sided over it In an able manner:
Tuner and Repairer.
Gentlemen of the Convention:
I thank you for the honor you liave
FOR SALE The brick residence,
me. 1 take it, however, that
accorded
on r'uluce
Avenue, anowu us me
Is not so much per
this
recognition
Sellgman residence. Apply to J. L.
sonal in Its nature as it is a desire on
estate.
the
of
administrator
Sellgman,
the part of this convention to recog
section of the
this particular
nize
HOUSES TO RENT.
Territory from which I hall. This Is
Houses to rent, lease or for aale,
my license, therefore, for telling you
furnished or unfurnished, good locsv
something ot that section.
reliable
on
firm,
the
Hughes
Hons. Call
I am not going to make a political
of
Plaza.
& Delgado. Office west side
speech, national In Its scope, nor one
which will be national in Its recepFOR SALE General merchandise
tion; or occasion even national com&
SouthPaso
El
on
the
business
ment. If any of you gentlemen will
Mexico.
Stock
New
western In eastern
do me the favor to remember any part
$15,000, to 20,000. Fine opportunity
or what I say five minutes after I have
Can explain good
for right party.
said it, and will communicate that
reason for selling. Locality health
fact to me, I will confer upon you the
Mexico.
Address
In
New
lest
Inquiries
bion of my eternal friendship.
lo this paper,
DoneHimself Out of
How Bryan Talks
When the labors of ihliT convention
Presidency.
aro done, I know you can go home to
am not going to tell .von how
BARGAINS IN ORCH
your people and tell them that the William Jennings Bryan is rapidly
ARDS AND RANCHES very best that the welfare of the Ter talking himself out of the Presiden
How sad It is that
ri'i'Ory demands In a material mud in a tial nominal ion.
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei political way has been done, I know his Democratic brethren touched him
l hut the results of our
deliberations off too soon, so that the question now
Espanola Valley Thirty Milet
North of Santa Fe.
will have to pass the Una judgment is not whether he can last until the
The following orchards and farm of the voter; that they must be ap- season or lus, but rumor wueiuer
properties In the famed and fruitful proved by the court of the Inst re- he can hold out until the fall of the
Espanola Valley In southern Rio Ar sort, the people; that they must stand first snow in the month of January,
riba County In the Territory of New the test of newspaper discussion as 190". Neither Is It my purpose to
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain, well as review by the many firesides point out to you In detail tlie multireasons for sell' of Mils commonwealth; that they will plicity of events which has made up
I'here are satisfactory
.
a n.
ing. rue section is one oi me uuesi be analyzed and criticised out in the that magnificent record of the great
In
New silence of the range; In the clamor of est of modern
not
fruit and agricultural,
only
Presidents, Tneotlore
The the lumber, the coal and the mining Roosevelt. What he has done for the
Mexico, but In the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes camps; In the hum of the mills and Republican party, what he has done
Is ample and stable at all times. The the factories, amidst the bustle of the for these United
States, aye, what he
climate Is of the best. For particulars streets and the shouts In public meet- has done for the world, since he has
address R. C. Bonney. real estate and ing places, but I am confident that occupied the Presidential
chair of
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex' they will stand the test and that the this great nation, Is so patent that, "a
Ico.
The properties are:
verdict will be by at least 10,000 ma- wayfaring man, even though a fool,
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa, jority:
"Well Done!"
may grusp and comprehend It, aud,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
"Que Vive!"
gentlemen, as there are no fools In a
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
Republican convention, II. Is therefore,
under Irrigation; one mile from post
doubly unnecessary to go Into details.
be
Cured
Cannot
Deafness
olilce, two and a half miles to railroad
Neither am I going to recapitulate
by local applications, as they cannot reach
slatlon; price $30 per acre.
the diseased oortlon of the ear. There ts only to you the record which has been
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200 one way to cure deafness, aud that ts by made In the halls of the National
remedies. Deafness is caused
standard apple trees; six miles trout constitutional
by an innained condition of the mucous tin Congress by our
present Delegate.
of the Eustachian Tube. When this lube That record likewise is
Espauola; good house, barn, corral lug
personatlly
Is inflamed yuu haye a rumbling; sound or
aud packing house; produced 2,90 imoerfeot hearlnar and when It is entirely known to you and Is known throughboxes of apples last year; Irrigation oloBed, Deafuess'ls the result, and unless the out the
length and breadth of this
Inttammatiou can be takMi out and tins tune
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
restored to itsiiorinaloouditlon, hearing will Territory.
But 1 am Confiding lo you
ten
bo
of
cases
nine
out
3.
marforever;
destroyed
No.
Seven acre orchard and
caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but no secret nor violating any confidence
are
mile to town an iiiilamedcoudltloniif theniucoiissurfaces,
ket garden tract,
when- I say to you that In Its own apWe will give Una Hundred Dollars for any
railroad, po3totfice, school and church; case
of
Deafness
that
pointed time this convention will
by
catarrh)
(caused
good six room 'house,
having tele- cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
its approval of that record in
free.
forolroulars.
Seud
cellar
and
packphone; barn, corral,
a most forcible and emphatic manner.
V. J. CHUNKY 4 CI)., Toledo, O.
ing house; a highly profitable business Sold by Druggists, 73c
I am not even going to touch on terand a tine home; produces annually Take Hall's Vuuil y fills for constipation.
ritorial questions. iMy remarks, brief
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; prlc
will have referSubscribe lor the Daily New Mexi and such as they are,
$2,250.
ence to the particular part of this
can.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 52
great Territory, one of whose
acres with good fences and Improve
I am here today the Peinenls, has excellent waiter, Shelter ANNUAL MEETING NATIONAL
cos Valley and 1 may drop In a few
PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.
hay land and controls several thou
personal allusions. We are 'hampered
sand acres of fine goat grazing land
190G,
Denver, Colorado, Nov.
down there by lack of railway comNo better proposition for a paying
will
the
For this occasion
Santa Fe
munications. Few of you come t'lat
New
In
Mexico.
Colorado
sell tickets to Denver,
sheep ranch
and we want you to know abou:
No. 5. Twenty acres, navlag abou Springs and Pueblo, Colorado, and re. way
If I were to let this chance slip
and
it,
ten acres of full bearing apples ot turn for one fare, plus $2. Date of
to spread its political page before you,
standard varieties, peaches and plums, sale November
and 13; final re I would
never dare return home and
seven acres of good alfalfa and three turn limit December 10th.
face the wrath of my outraged politiacres garden land, good five room
G. H. DONART,
cal brethren.
adobe house, well built and finished,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M
When Opportunity Knocked for Mr.
good barn; the whole place almost enBursum.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
I have been attending Republican
trees which serve as a protection envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
In New Mexico for ten
from the wind and add to the attrac- by the New Mexican Printing Com- conventions
Is the first opportunithis
and
years,
tiveness of the place; produced last pany at low rates and In quantities to
ty I have ever liad to make a speech.
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and suit. Satlsfac'lon guaranteed.
I have sat
quietly by, and listened
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
patiently to others, and applauded, as
wo. u. The Espanola Garden, one ANNUAL MEETING OF
I thought I would like to be applaudhalf mile east of Espanola at $2,260.
FIRE ENGINEERS ASS'N.
ed, were I in the speaker's place and
This place is a full bearing apple or1900.
October
as I will be applauded if you will give
chard and market garden tract of sev
For the above occasion the Santa
en acres; a six room house; telephone. Fe will sell tickets from Santa Fe to me the Rooseveltlan "square deal,"
I
I have
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and Dallas, Texas, and return for $25.60. for need the encouragement.
wire fence and house for chickens. A Date of sales October 5th and Cth; waited and abided my time. It has
Something has been said
beautiful and convenient home and a final return limit 21 days from date of come.
about opportunity knocking once at
place to make good money, besides sale.
every man's door. I think I can hear
apples this place has cherries, pears,
.0. H. DONART,
There may be a
my knock now.
plums, quinces and large beds of as
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M doubt, but if there Is, gentlemen, you
paragns,. spinach and rhubarb. The
are not to 'have the benefit of It. I
vegetable products alone of this place LOW ATES TO SANTA FE, N,
have waited too long to take any
bring la annually $750 to $900. The
Fe
via Santa
Railway.
chances. Yon must hear me.
net receipts last year In vegetables
From Denver Clorado Springs and
The country whose sjiokesman I am
aud fruit were over $500. Terms cash. Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
distinction as a section whose
at one fares for the round trip. Dates enjoys
principal products are fruit, stock and
If you do not care to pay for a dally
24,
7,
23,
28;
21,
14,
August
September
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New 3, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16, Democrats. The Pecos Valley grows
the
richest fruits, the best cotMexican Review and get the cream of limit 30
ot
sale. For ton finest,
days from date
and the most Democrats of any
the week's doings. It Is an excellent particulars Inquire of any
agent, Santa section of this
great Territory. If
paper to send to your friends.
Fe.
the leaders of the opposition are wise,
0. H. DONART,
they will secure a patent on the Pecos
BON TON RESTAURANT.
Agent, Santa Fe, N, M. Valley, and secure It at once. It Is
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.
the best Democratic incubator I know
MEATS.
AMERICAN
MINING CONGRESS. of, and the Democracy will need all
P. H. Steaks
Pork Chops
1906.
Denver, Colo., Oct.
the Incubators it cau secure posses
Veal CuHets
Ham and Eggs
For the above occasion the Santa slon of before they hatch enough votes
Liver and Bacon
Mutton Chops
Fe will sell tickets from Santa Fe, to win the election that is impending.
Pork Sausage
Wlennerwurst
N. M., to Denver, Colorado Springs
When the Pecos River first came
Eg'gs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Carne and Pueblo and return for one fare out of the north and forced its trickplus $2. Date of sale October
ling waters over and through the
Frljoles and Navy Beans
and 16th; final return limit October parched sands Into what is now the
Pozole, Tamales
31st, 1906. For further information richest valley In New Mexico, li
OYSTERS.
call on
threaded Its way through long lines cf
Fried, Stewed, Escalloped, Pan RoastG. H. DONART,
aboriginal Democrats unwashed In
Old
ed, Oyster Loaf, Raw, Any
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. all their native simplicity, calmly
Style.
t
awaiting the advent of the first
FISH.
box. From that initial starting
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red
point they have multiplied and spread
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
out until, viewed from a Pecos ValShrimps, Halibut, Salmon, Pike,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.
FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS ley Republican's eyes as 'he notes
them rushing and crowding for the
GAME.
ballot box on election day, they cover
Teal Duck
Spring Chicken
of the best English' strains
and cumber the earth.
In America; 40 years experAMERICAN
ROYAL
Truly, the climate of that favored
ience In breeding these fine
LIVE STOCK SHOW.
hounds for my own sport, 1 country is congenial to their propoga- now oner theiu for sale.
tlon and growth; for in addition to
190G.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct.
the original number who contested
For the above occasion the Santa
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
Fe will sell tickets to Kansas City and T. B HUDSPETH, SlUey J.ilicn Co.Mo,, the native soil with the Indians; in
addition to those who, like Minerva
return for $28.80, date of. sale, Oct. 5th
from the brain of Jove, spring full
to 9th Inclusive; final
return limit
Don't forget our large and complete fledged with ballot in hand from
October 15th or by a deposit of 50
cents with joint agent at Kansas City bindery and job department. All work Mother Earth,, the tide of immigration,
which flows in from such Republican
on or before October 15th tickets will handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial makes you strongholds as Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and
be extended until October 31st, 1900
a permanent patron.
G. H. DONART,
Kansas, no sooner touches the limits
of this Democratic Mecca than the
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
complexion making up th tide
Is dianged in the twinkling of an eye
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
The
and they proceed to doff the robe of
Many a woman who Is weak and all
American
run down, would thank Dr. Laurilzeu
incorruptioni and put on the garments
of Democratic corruption.
from the bottom of her heart, If she
Collection
would only try Laurltzen's Health TaTruly, it is a land of Democrats.
Agency. ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because It
They are around us, under us, and on
No fee charged
election day we Usually find they have
would surely make a new woman of
unless collection
run over and are on top of u.t. We
her. For sale by,
Is made. We make
find our salvation, however, in the
H. S. KAUNE ft CO.
collections In all parts of the U. S.
"
Phone 28.
strong Republican counties to the
ANTHONY P.WILSON,
Attorney.
north and the west.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS.Plrone 88.
4 3 Kansas Avenue,
Traveled 700 Miles to Cry "Down With
TOPKKA.
KANSAS,
The Santa Fe Dally New Mexican
Democracy."
U is not to be wondered at then
Is headquarters for all kinds of blanks.
-
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This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
Direct
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points.
connections made for all point North, Easl and Southeast.
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that occasionally we yearn to slip away
from the political hammering and
come up here close to the Republican throne and commune with brethren shaped in our Image and subscribers to the same political faith. That
Is why 1 am here today, gentlemen,
and If I seem unduly verbose, and exuberant, pardon and remember that I
have made a trip of 700 miles to place
myself beyond the danger line that
I may lift up my voice and cry: "Down
with Democracy!" without the likelihood of being myself downed and re
moved suddenly from the bosom of
my family.
I am glad to be here, and probably
show it, and if any of you want strictinformaly confidential and private
tion on how It feels to be a Republican In a community whore the Democratic vote is about three to one, I
am the monitor you ore in search of.
But despite the unpropltlous and unfavorable conditions I have portrayed,
there are a few Republicans who still
insist on living in that land of Demo
cratic darkness in all other things
bright a few brave souls who scrap
the enemy to the best of their ability,
bind
up their
take the knocks,
wounds and go at it again. They
In the 3aiul
have their nosu rubbed
with dismaying frequency, nut each
rubbing only serves lo touuhea it for
the next. I think, you should know
what their record Is, and for that, reason I am telling you about it.
Other counties and sections of this
Territory may, and will, of course, do
more for tho nominee of this convention in t'he November election, than
will the Pecos Valley country, but
they will not have any harder work
doing it, and on behalf of the Republicans of the Pecos Valley, I ask that
when the votes are counted, tihls fact
ho taken into account.
Was Not Intended as a Political
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace. "
Mr. and
Lou Well, Kansas City;
Mrs. J. P. Dreman, Decatur, Illinois;
Wilmington; W, A.
Charles

Welsey,
Bronaugh, Monte Vista; D. J. Herron,
East Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. L.
Cincinnati.
Claire.
W. A. Bayer, Albuquerque; George
S. C. Hall,
B. Shaw, Kansas City;
Trinidad; J. M. Hartley, Los Angeles;
John B. Harper, Durango; Mr. and
Mrs. R. Emerson, San Bernardino;
Marlon Mendoza, Torrance; Charles
Ireland, Durango; A. U Kendall,
W. C. McDonald, Carrlzozo; Z.''
W. Skinner, Pike Stroud, E. B. Crowley, Walter Crossett, Amarilo, Texas
W. H.
G. W, Van Stone, Estancla;
Jack, Silver City; F. D. Morse, Santa
Rosa; Alexander Read, Tlerra Amanita; Dr. T, W. Watson, Lincoln; D.
Martinez, Velarde; William Behr, Los
Angeles; B. W. Rltter, Durango; Chas.
L. Thayer, Golden; M. Scott, New
York.
Coronado. .
Mr. and Mis. Edward Andrews,
Bonanza; John Rodgers, W. S. Farrow,
Monte Vista; William Fltzworth,
Springs; Arthur G Beyer, Cherre-busco- ;
J. B. Sturdivand, Las Vegas;
Charles Ireland, Durango; L. G. Brown,
Las Vegas; William A Billings, Phil
F. Quarner, Albuquerque; S. D. Mat-- ,
tel. Durango; Jack Hartley Los Angeles; Julian Martinez, Abiquiu; Juan
C. .Taramlllo,
Torrlon; Candldo
Manzano; Mftnuel S. Sanchez,
Estancla.
Normandle.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. O'Bryan, Texas!
Esquipul'a Montoya, J. H. Hartley, El
Paso; Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Zink, Estancla; Charles Trussell, Cape Girardeau. Mlsour'I; L. Maestas, Jr., La
Junta; Equerreno Garcia Golden;
Miguel Martinez, San Francisco; Thos,
Speech.
But, as I said, gentlemen, at the R. Stewart, Pecos; E. A. Nibholm, Los
beginning, It is not my intention lo Angeles; P. E. Vaughn, Morlarty.
make a political speech. I cannot
abuse t'ho confidence of my friends,
Torments of Tetter and Eczema
could
who doubtless assuming that
Allayed.
not, and would not attempt lo do so,
The Intense itching characteristic of
have placed me In the position I now eczema tetter and like skin diseases
I am
merely a John the Is Instantly allayed by applying Chamoccupy.
Baptist clearing the way for him who berlain's Salve and many severe cases
is to come after; he whom this con
cured by Its
have been
vention In Its wisdom shall select to use. For sale by all druggists".
preside over it as its permanent chairman. It Is his province and prerogaSick Headache Cured.
tive to speak upon- and portray to you
Sick headache is caused by derangethose enduring principles which con- ment of the stomach and by indigesstitute the foundation upon which has tion, Ohamberlain's Stomach and Livbeen erected the grand superstructure er Tablets correct these disorders and
of Republicanism to demonstrate to effect a cure. By taklnsjftese tablets
you how little by little despite all the ip soon as the first Indication of the
forces and opposition which could be disease appears, tlie atUicl. may be
brought to bear It lias grown, until to- warded oft. Get a free sample and try'
day, Old Glory floating from its top- them. For sale by all druggists.
most pinnacle, verily waves against
the anhed dome of Hie blue sky.
Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
It is in deed and in truth, gentleBy applying an antiseptic dressing
and
Old
Grand
the
you to wounds, bruises, burns and like
men,
Parly,
'here today Injuries before inflammation seta In,
as Its 'representatives
should see to it that In the Interests they may be healed without maturaof New Mexico you do a grand old tion and In fi bout
the time
work.
Forget jour 'differences, bury required by the old treatment. This Is
your grievances, If you have any, be the greatest discovery and triumph of
in truth not only brethren In faith, modern surgery. Chamberlain's Pain
but. brethren in unity of purpose, so
that when the hordes of Democracy Balm acts on this same principle, it
assault In November they will find the is an antiseptic and when
applied to
Republican ranks In solid alignment such Injuries, causes them to heal
and be rolled back and meet the same verv nulcklv. It also nl'tavs thennin
fate as do the hordes of hell w1ien4and 80reness and prevents any danger
they assault the battlements of heav ot blood poisoning. Keep a bottle ot
en.
Pain Balm in your home and It will
Gentlemen, I came up here with save you time and money, not to menthe grim determination the growth tion the inconvenience and suffering
I such
of ten years to say something.
Injuries entail. For sale by alt
have said it, and am now your ser- druggists.
vant to do your bidding.
Cer-rlllo-

Colo-rad-

I

one-thir- d

PUBLIC
HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
1900.
Mexico City, Dec.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets from
Santa Fe to
Mexico City and return
for $15.70.
Date of sales, November 22 to 28,

AMERICAN

HAVE YOU SENT
YOUR DOLLAR?
TO REPUBLICANS:

We are anxious to have every ReInclusive; final return limit 60 days
in close touch, and work-in- g
from date of sale. For further infor- publican
in harmony with the Republican
mation call on any agent of the Santa
National Congressional Committee in
Fe.
favor of the election of a Republican
G. H. DONART,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. Congress.
The Congressional campaign must
All kinds of Blanks conforming to be based on the. administrative and
the New Mexico laws for sale by the legislative record of the party, aud,
New Mexican Printing Co.
that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
personality must be a central future
New Mexican advertisers eet trade. anj his achievements
a tentral
An Awtui tough cured
in the campaign.
(thought
"Two years ago our litt e girl had a
w
the wo.k of
.
touch of pneumonia, which left her
with popular subscr.p-o- f
with an awful cough! She had spells !,1S campaign
' tlon9 ofOne Do Mar each from
g
coughing, just like one with the
each subscriber we will
cough and some thought licans. To
she would not get well 'at all. We got, send the Republican National Cam-- a
Text book and all documents,
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
edy, which acted like a charm. She issued by the Committee.
stopped coughing and got stout and
Help us achieve a great victory. v
fat," writes Mrs. ro Bussard, Brubak-er- ,
James S. Sherman, Chairman.
Illinois. This remedy is for sale
P. O. Box 2063, New York.
by all druggists.
,
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Scenic Lint of tlic Wotld."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all lines Eat and West
Time at Quick and Rate as Low at Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CliAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiretoma Delays at Any Station.
For I'lnstrttd Adrertiting Matter r Infortaitioa Add'eMi
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S. BARNEY, T.
A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Ftittifc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
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SHORT STORY
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., kt the junc-

Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

points East to San Francisco,

Bowser's Hired
Girl Leaves

Tjos Angeles,

1,000 business and residence lots, size 25iUC feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

Cook Quits, and He Learns the
Reason --Why After an

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roll-

Investigation.

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
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meaning of this?" demanded
Mr, Bowser, as lie came
home the other evening and
found Mrs. Bowser with the cook's
apron ou and engaged in plnclng dinner on the table.
"Oh, this Is a little picnic," she laughingly replied. "You can sit right down,
and I hope you will find your dinner all
right."
"But where Is the cook?" he asked.
"After you left this morning she gave
me some talk that I couldn't stand, and
so I told her to go. I shall get another
tomorrow, all right."
Mr. Bowser's face assumed a very
serious expression aud he fell silent.
Mrs. Bowser chuttered away and tried
to thaw him out, but he answered only
In monosyllables. It was the best dinner put before him for a month, but he
ate very sparingly and soon left the

,1

down to the kitchen to sponk a few
kind words to her."
"Yes, she suld you eniiio down," replied Mrs. Bowser, with n Kiuile.
"I asked after her heiillli, after her
relatives, of her hopes for tlio future.
I gave her to understand
that, while
lecUlent hud made me her employer, 1
had thoughts beyond paying her her
wages every mouth."
"Yes, she said you had thoughts."
"Then she must have appreciated
what I suld. I go down Into the kitcli
eu to let a girl know that I regard her
as a human being, and a few hours
later you order her out of the house
like a dog. Mrs. Bowser, there has
got to be a change In your treatment
of our hired help or I shall ruu the
house myself. If I knew where Anna
had gone I would follow her and beg
her purdon on your account."
"You won't have to follow her, Mr.
Bowser. We owe her for half a week,
and as I didn't have the change she is
to come-fo- r
It this evening. I think
that's her ringing the basement bell
now. Will you go down and pay her
and extend your sympathies? If you
can get her to return I shall have no
objections."
"If the very soul has not been ground
out of her she will be here to cook our
breakfast in the morning," observed
Mr. Bowser as lie went dowustalrs to
answer the bell.
It was poor Anna. She had a defluut
look ou her face as he opened the door.
She also Inquired for Mrs. Bowser.
"I will attend to the mutter. If you
please," replied Mr. Bowser. "We were
just discussing your case. I told Mrs.
Bowser that she has no heart."
"I've come for my money," was the
stiff reply.
"And you shall have It und welcome,
my dear girl, but I should like to know
why my wife flung you into the street
at a moment's notice. Had I been at
home"
"She gave me all the time I wanted,"
interrupted Anna, who didn't bear herself at all like a "flung" woman.
"But she claims that there were
some words. I suppose her utter lack
of sympathy irritated you to the point
where you were forced to say something?"
"Yes, sir. Hasn't she told you what
''
It was?"
"Not a word. On the contrary, she
has refused to tell me, realizing, as she
does, that she was In the wrong. When
you rang the bell 1 told her that I
should ask you to come hack."
"Not while you are In the house, sir!"
Called Him a Ilea Hussy.
"What? What's that?"
"Not while you are in the house to
hen huzzy around, sir. I told Mrs.
Bowser that you were down in the
kitchen last evening gabbing to me
and that two or three times you wanted to put your arm around me. Oh,
you needn't bristle up over ti. Every
girl has quit this place on your account.
If you had tried to kiss me
last night I should have scalded you.
When I told Mrs. Bowser about it she
said I'd better go. I haven't a word
of fault to And with her."
"You you know what you are talking about, do you?" asked Mr, Bowser
as his face grew white.
"I do, sir."
"And instead of realizing that I was
down there to show my sympathy for
you"
"You are a sly old fox, sir very sly.
Give me my money and let me go, and
tell Mrs. Bowser I hope she'll get a
good girl at once, though you will
drive her away In a month."
Mr. Bowser handed over the money
without another word. He knew that
Mrs. Bowser was standing at the head
of the stairs and drinking In every
word, and how he was going to square
himself was a puzzle. He stood In

nd wood

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj, planing mill, coai
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modern hufel.
Our prices of lots are low aud terms oa easy payments;

title perfect; warranty deeds.
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Not Housekeeping.
Worship.
you're married, eh? I hope
The word worship originally meant
you've got a good housewife."
nothing more than to honor.
"Well," replied the young benedict.
"She's only been a fashionable hotel
MUlala' First Picture.
wife so far, and I guess she hopes to
Sir John Millals' first picture was
continue so." Houston Post.
the
purchased by Charles Keade,
English novelist. Ruskln said that It
The Morning After.
was not a failure, but a fiasco, and
Gayboye The boys banquet me at kicked a hole in the picture.
the club tonight. I'll feel like a king.
Mrs. Gayboye Yes, and in the mornAfghan Soldiers.
ing you'll feel like the deuce. New
Afghan soldiers are not admitted as
York Herald.
witnesses In law courts of their own
country.
Professional Insight.
Effective Weapons.
During the sieges of mediaeval times
It was very common for the besiegers
to throw from their catapults and other
military engines dead bodies of dogs,
swine, together with pleees of horseflesh and similar carrion, into the city
or castle besieged, In order that the
defenders might, by the stench of this
putridity, be forced to a surrender.
"So,

)

The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or
Tampico,
thence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to Ei
Paso. The entire trip, covering thou
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, aud a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can be made for 122.60. A
more
delightful trip can not he
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial
Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
slstant General Passenger Agent, City
stop-ove-
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Dr. Sklnn Will the patient stand an

operation?
Dr. Flint I think not from the looks
of this X ray picture.
Harper's

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSIIINI? ROUTE, via TUKC.4NU! UATtWAY.'

FAST PASStNGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC
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If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weelilj
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is a
good paper to send to your friends.
If you want auythlug on
a New Mexican "ad."

earthtry

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1. A. F. & A. M.

Regu

lar communication firm
Monday of each mouth
at Masonic Hall at 7:80
p. m.
H. F. STBPIIEN3,
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

The Maiuganclie.
The malngauche, a dagger In common use in the middle ages, having its
name from the fact that it was held iu
the left hand while fencing, was modeled almost exactly after the sting of a
wasp.

W. M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:10
1,

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paio A Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Pa
with the Denver & Rio Grende Railroad.
bpecial attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock la'pnd A Pacific
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited,
Ral'-wa:-

W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Weekly.

a. SPITZ, H. P.
Big Hailstones.
ARTHUR
Becy.
SELIGMAN,
Hailstones as large as hens' eggs are
CUNNING OF THE FOX.
a common phenomenon in South AfriSanta Fe Couimandery No.
jfc
ca.
often
Summer thunderstorms
Its Skill When Running: For Life
1, K. T. Regular conclave
of
These
a
shower
hail.
terrific
bring
From the Hounds.
fourth Monday In each
No other still hunter can travel so crash through corrugated iron, destroy
month at Masonic Hall al
kill whole flocks of
tnd
vineyards
quietly as a fox, and mighty few inenj
W. E. GRIFFIN, B. C.
:30 p. m.
a
storm
oats.
After
such
and
sheep
are as crafty as the four legged hunter
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
a
over
has
go
passed
they
generally
when it comes to a matter Of getting
narrow strip of couutry the veldt
meat, Foxes have been seen in EngSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
looks as If it had been devastated by a
land slipping from bush to bush, crawl-lu14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
fire or a swarm of locusts.
and creeping after a feeding hare,
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
for all the world like a mau stalking a
on the third Saturday of each month
Coal.
deer. The fox cannot catch a rabbit in
the evening In
Is about 300 at 7:30 o'clock In
coal
The
first
record
of
a fair chase, but its food is mostly rabCoal Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
era.
before
the
Christian
years
bits in spite of their fleetness. But at
In Europe as early as Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaoni are
no time does it display Its skill so well was used as fuel
cordially Invited to attend.
as when running for life with a pack 852.
CHARLI3 FRANKLIN IASLBY, 32.
of hounds on Its trail.
Coffee Substitutes.
Venerable Master.
Olaus Magnus, archbishop of Upsala,
Among substitutes for coffee not on- PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, See.
wrote a book called "Historla de Geutl-bu- s
ly roasted grains are used, but also
Septentrloualibus," of which an roasted dandelion root, tigs,
I. O. O. F.
turnips
English translation exists. This book and even acorns. The last are much
tells of u fox that leaped from back to
used among the poorer people la
Sauta Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F.,
back uf u herd, of goats. As the dogs
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
could not follow, the fox escaped.
A curious trick of English foxes Is to
Fellows' Hall, Son Francisco street
Properly Located.
Jump as high us possible, grasping a
Bobbie I can't see why the funny Visiting brothers welcome.
tree branch with their teeth, hold on bone was
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
put in the elbow, pa.
till the hounds have gone ou and then,
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
Father Why not, ray son? That's a
dropping to the ground, escape. This is funny place for It. Smart Set.
similar to the trick of the American
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
fox which jumps Into a tree and
A Bit of Advice.
rests on a branch, but American dogs
Don't while away your time, my son,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
In wooing Fortune's smile,
are not such fools as English dogs.
Regular meeting every first
Pythias.
For when you win It, ten to one,
They gather around the tree and howl
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
Is not worth your while.
It
till the hunter comes.
Houston Post.
o'clock, Castla Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
The Tniubleweed.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
The
Tailor Wasp.
Tumbleweeds spread themselves In
fraternal welcome.
a
when
The tailor wasp,
needing
a wholesale fashion. Instead of sendPAUL A. F. WALTBR. C. R.
ing the separate seeds out into the piece of leaf to line its nest, always
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
world with wings or hairs to carry cuts Its pattern In an exact circle.
D. LOWlTZKr, Master of Finance.
them, the whole plant breaks off near These wasps have often been watchthe root, when these are ripe, and ed, but have never been known to
B. P. O. E.
goes rolling along the ground before mistake the size, to cut the pattern
the wind. The bare, sun scorched des- over again or to spoil a leaf.
erts of the great west produce several
Santa Fe Lodae, No. 480, B. P. O. A,
Sundew.
tumbleweeds, and there are some In
holds Us regular session on the secon
The sundew Is an Insectivorous
the prairie region. It is natural that
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
they should be most abundant where flower, attracting Its prey by glob- Visiting brothers are Invited and welthere are no hills or trees to stop ules of viscous matter and holding
K.
NORMAN la. 1UNU,
Come.
them In their course. But we have one fast the captured insect by drawing
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
tumbleweed In the east the old witch Its petals over the body.
grass, so called, maybe, because It rides
Arab Costumes.
the wind like an old beldame. In SepFRATERNAL UNION.
There Is no record of the costumes
tember this grass spreads its head or
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
of
Arabs
the
changed
Syrian
having
with
panicle,
hairlike, purple branches,
in every sandy field. When the seeds during the period covered by human Union of America. Regular meetings
are ripe the plants are blown across history either as regards male or fe- Drat and third Mondays In each mouth
the field, often piling up In masses male dress or adornment. Saving only at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
Frat-eralong fences and hedgerows. As might for his firearms there is no reason to San Francisco street. Visiting
be expected, the hair grass, which has believe that the Bedouin of the desert
welcome.
so effective a way of spreading itself, does not clothe and adorn himself exR. L. BACA, Fraternal Master.
la found throughout the United States actly as he did In the days of thi
DAVID GONZALBS, Secy.
.' "r
from ocean to ocean.
patriarchs. ,
MAGGII U MONTOYA, Treat

S. B. GRIM8HAW,

Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treat.
A. L. GR.MSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Past. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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of Mexico.

Flags at Half

Mast.
The custom of placing flags at half
mast as an expression of sorrow Is
said to be as old as the use of the

--

for one year, with 8 per cent, iuterest tiierao..

tiit riniietwt

XE1U18, Secretary.

One-thir-

may remaii. on note, with mortgage

Two-tliii'il.-

Town and Improvement Company

thought for a couple of minutes aud
Salt.
then ascended the stairs aud went
Use salt as a toothwash. It is useful
down the hall for his bat.
for removing tartar from a child's
"Going out, dear?" was asked.
He didn't answer. He opeued the teeth. As a cough medicine a strong
solution of salt often stops a child's
door and passed out with a volcano
raging within him.. On the opposite cough,
side of the street was a wooden legged
The Moonstone.
man stumping along with a basket ou
In the moonstone the wearer has an
his arm. Mr. Bowser uttered a long
aid to beauty and the gift of pleasing.
drawn war whoop and started for him,
Under tills stone's Influence she sees
and from the front window Mrs. Bowand everything about her in
everybody
to
ser saw the poor cripple trying
get the best
Some ancient writers
aspect.
around the corner aud heard bis shouts
believed the moonstone cured epilepsy,
of terror and alarm as the holocaust
others that its powers waxed and
M. QUAD.
bore down upon him.
waned with the moon.

00

a first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe

We aeed

gravel.

v

WE HAVE A COOK IN OUB KITCHEN."

table. An hour later, when she had
cleared the table and put everything to
rights, she went upstairs to find, him
pacing to and fro and the thunder
ready to reverberate.
' "Mrs. Bowser," he began, as he halted before her, "I understand that the
cook has left?"
"Yes."
"She was practically thrown into the
street, I presume?"
"She was only about half an hour
packing up."
Could Not Understand.
"I was talking with her in th( kitchen
last night and she had nq c.tuse for
complaint. She seemed as settled as if
she Intended to remain here for years.
No sooner do I leave the house this
morning than you say something to
aggravate her. The worm turns at
last, and then you unfeellugly tell her
that she can pack up and go. You are
a woman without a heart. If I was a
servant girl I'd see you starve before
I'd work for you."
"You know nothing about the matter," replied Mrs. Bowser, as she picked
up the evening paper.
"Oh, 1 don't, eh? Then I wish for
Information. Madam, will you have
the kindness to put that paper down
and talk to me? We have a cook In
our kitchen. She is a poor, lonely girl.
She is trying her best to please and get
along. She came here under the idea
that you were human. She has been
here three months."
"Well?"
"During that time have you ever sat
down with her and asked her if she
bad a sick mother or a crippled father
or a blind brother?"
"No, I have not."
"She looks like a married woman.
She looks like a woman with a great
sorrow. Have you ever asked her If
she has lost a child; if her husband Is
sleeping 'neath the sod? Have you
asked for her confidence, offered to
bear a part of her burdens? When she
has gone up to her lonely room at night
have you followed and sought to cheer
her drooping spirits?"
Bowser la Solicitous.
'.. "I don't remember to have done so.
She was out every night as soon as her
work was done and didn't get in until
"
near midnight."
"But did you make it your business
to find out whether she was out to a
dance or to a prayer meeting? Have
you ever advised and admonished? As
a matter of fact, have you cared 2
cents whether she went to the dogs or
not?"
"I told you that she Bald something
I didn't like, and I told her she could
A
go," replied Mrs. Bowser.
"I understand. You said something
to humiliate and grind her down, and
she resented It. Poor Anna! When I
have a case of it right under my own
roof, ttn I wonder that this country is
on the threshold of a social revolution? Last evening, when you were
over to Green's, I thought the poor
girl would be lonesome, and I went

Belen
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The lota offered arj in the center of the city,, well grai
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVB
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE-LIST- "
One-lin.He
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
. . . . . . Each additional lino on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3J inches long. .20c
. . . . . . Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3$ and not over inches long. . . . J5o
Each additional lino on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
la
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, Mc eitra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type umhI is over one-hainch in size, we charge,
inch or fraction.
for one line fur esili

t

.

lf

one-ha-

lf

DATES, ETC.

.....

Local Datcr, any town and date for ten years
..1.J0
10c
Ledger Datcr, month, day and year in
line
Dater
8k
Regular
Defiance or Model Band Dater
..1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
1.00
Pearl Check Protector

.......

SELF INKING STAMP PADS.

Iix2,

10c; 2x31, 15c; 21x3J, 25c; 2x4J, 95c;
41x71, 7io.

31x6, 50c;

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

PEXICAjV PRIJVTIjUG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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ventlon
and
should they more generous than that which gave
even
not, I will do all In my power and the two territories the Hamilton EnabI will pledge
the support of my ling Act!
friends, toward the speedy realization
How trivial appear,, all the arguof the dream of the past fifty years, ments thus far advanced against joint
PEOPLEJIND
statehood for the people of New Mex- statehood for the two territories when
ico and a full share In the administra- balanced against the glory of Ameri(Continued From Page One.)
tion of the national government to can citizenship, or even the magnifiwhich they are entitled by birth aud cent heritage of lands and money, the
man promised 1,000 majority for An by
treaty rights.
promise of Immediate greatness and
Dona
of
B.
on
behalf
Holt
drews; H.
There are many issues before the rapid growth and progress Which
Ana County, said: "Senator Andrews
today and statehood will bring to the new state
people of the Territory
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Is not only a man who does things
many of them of great Interest and of Arizona, less In extent only than
but he is a man who ha3 done things Importance. Their discussion at this Its eastern
neighbor, the state of
and Is able to do things. "By hokey," time I will not attempt although
No.
40.
Market
No.
Meat
Telephone
Texas, greater than Its western neighGrocery Telephone
Dona Ana County will give him 500 pledging
myself to work at all times bor, the state of California, and exmajority!" Lincoln promised 400 ma- for the interests of the people of the
ceeding in promise of glorious future
to
jority; Rio Arriba County promised
Territory, Individually or collectively. every other commonwealth of the
lead the list of majorities; San Miguel But I will
PINONES.
CONCORD CRAPES.
point out briefly some of Unlou.
in promised to double Its majority of two the best benefits conferred
New crop pinon uuts are now
Native grown Concord grapes are
upon this
It was something like six years
manow coming In freely. We are selling itock. Fresh roasted per pound 15c. years ago; Socorro promised 1,000
commonweal ih by the Hamilton en- ago, that the greatest American today,
It
Sandoval
that
promised
jority;
them In peach boxes at $1.00.
abling act which Is to bring statehood Theodore Roosevelt, In this very hall,
would be second to none and may cast to New Mexico
In regular baskets at, 45 cents and
and Arizona.
promised the people of New Mexico
Tornot a single Democratic vote;
MEDICATED SOAP.
in small baskets at 15 cents.
Twenty-sithousand square tulles that whenever called upon he would
VaYEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906
It is easy to find a soap for which rance promised 750 majority, and
THE FORTY-EIGHTof the pick of the public lands In New
Now is the time to make jelly and
to secure statehood and alcan pay more money but for an lencia offered to come to the front Mexico and Arizona, an area three help them
you
jam.
this promise "has been quoted
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
irritated or delicate skin nothing in with 2,000 majority and it will. Other times that of the state of New Jersey, though
him again and again, yet, let
against
Medithemselves
counties
similarly
Craddock's
pledged
our opinion equals
a gift of twenty
miles for me tell you that no one, even In this
square
to make up more than the anticipated
cated Blue Soap.
BULK OYSTERS.
each school district in the proposed Territory, has the cause of slatehood
to appoint an the Council candidate, probably Hon.
30c 10,000 majority for the Republican
We are now getting regular ship- Per box of three bars
Was ever public more at heart than he, or has worked dnews were authorized
state of Arizona!
of
fifteen mem- Malaquias Martinez, if the Democrats
leader.
committee
executive
ments of Southern Oysters in bulk.
school system so magnificently en- more energetically to secure It for
An Inspiring Scene,
committeeman at large. at their convention to be held on
one
and
bers
DO cents
Nor is this all. With this our people. Only those who have had
per pint.
tremendous dowed?
W. E. Martin, amidst
BORAXO.
The financing of the comlug cam- October 9, at Taos, name a candidate
munificent
donation of lands, of a glimpse of the undercurrents
of
nominaIn
moved
to
make
the
toilet
a
came under discussion and a from Taos, or Mora to name the canis
cheering,
This
soap
perfumed
paign
for
in
almost
$5,000,000
$4,000
cash,
political ambitions at Washington can good start was made- toward raising didate, probably Hon. Juan Navarro,
RUSKS.
powdered form. It conies in a one tion of Hon, Wlniam H. Andrews ,by each school district.
A
permanent realize Mie extent of his efforts. Had
Better than toast, better than zwel pound sifiing toil can. It contains acclamation. This was amended to school fund, the Income from which It not been for Theodore Roosevelt, a campaign fund. The committee ad- If the Democrats name a Mora County
make it by rising vote, and before the
journed to meet again at the call of man.
back. That is what people say about borax, about 10 per cent. Is extremewill pay the Interest and eventually no
enabling act would have been Chairman Bursum.
out Orange. City Holland Rusks. They ly sanitary for use at a basin used by chairman could put the question the tJie principal of the cost of erecting
imssed by Congress at this time; """
convention arose as one man and
District Conventions.
come twelve in a package at. 10 cents more than one person, as only
MARKET REPORT
The immediately over a thousand modern there would have been no splendid
Andrews!"
Is taken from shouted;
"Aye!
use
immediate
for
them.
per package. Try
school houses, one for each school gifts of land and money to the new
forenoon, a number of disSunday
band
the
ceased
only upon
cheering
lli o can.
Dunthe poorest and the state. The power of corporations and trict conventions were held at the
yea,
striking up the "Red, White and Blue." district,
MONEY AND METALS.
Nor is this all. Five the entire east stood out against the can Opera House and at the Castait was after midnight, a most isolated!
Although
POTATOES.
SWEET
New York, Oct. 1. Money on call
of
from
cent
and
Hotel.the
the
sale
southwestern
The
states
neda
per
western
proceeds
creation of any more
demand was made for Delegate AnST. CHAS. CREAM.
Xiee jellow
sweet potatoes go
of the public lands In the new state and It was the
political acumen, the the southern parts of the Territory held strong
Canned condensed cream Is becom drews to apear before the convention will
Prime mercantile paper
mighty well wilh pork roust or puik
Into
the permanent public impetuous demand of Theodore Roose- four district conventions in fifteen
go
Hon.
it.
Solomon
address
and
Luna,
liiii very popular on account of Its
Silver G8
chops. I lbs. for 25 cents.
be remem- velt that brooked no denial that gave minutes, resulting in the nomination
must
school
and
it
fund,
Colonel
Romero
and
George
One of Engenlo
convenience and economy.
New York, Oct. 1. Copper strong,
Union
no
in
state
bered
other
the
that
the
of
for
three
candidates
an
legislature
Mexico
Arizona
commitand
a
New
enabling
the very best brands on the market, is W. Prichard were appointed
2()('20
so
of
an
area
has
to
lands.
Ana
Dona
and
County
become
public
had
large
assigning
2 cans
for 25c, tee to escort Mr. Andrews from the No matter what financial disasters ov- act even after our friends
the Saint Charles.
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
Lead firm $5.75G.02
Castaneda (hotel to the convention
hopeless of vlcltry and let, me assure the naming of a candidate for the
If you wish the best flour that conies
St: Louis, Oct. 1. Spelter firm 0.15.
new
the
ertake
commonwealth, its you, It Is no Idle threat and no wild legislature from tho Sixteenth House
hall.
NEW DILLS.
to this market try the IMPERIAL. We
children would always have open to guess that causes me to predict that District. II. B. Holt will be urged to GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
New
Committee.
Central
Territorial
New dill
have handled it for twenty years and
pickles are now ready.
Chicago, Oct.. 1. Wheat, Dec. 76
The Interval was utilized In choosing them the glorious doors of opportuni- It will be many, many years, if ever, accept this nomination.
have never sold betler Hour. 50 lbs Very line with oysters, etc. Cannot
SO
of
an
May
education
free
ty,
ad
will
offered
be
new
adequate
a
Territorial Central Committee,
that the territories
From the Tenth Council District,
fur $1.50.
hurt any one. Two large ones for 5c.
May 43
Corn, Dec. 43
each county naming two members as charge. This endowment means not mission into the Union upon so gener- consisting of Grant, Luna and Dona
May 351-2- .
Oats, Dec. 34
only free modern schools, but event- ous terms. The man who sits In the Ana Counties, W. 1). Murray, of Silver
foiiows:
Pork, Jan. $13,421-2- .
Bernalillo V. A. Hubbell and W. S. ually free text books, manual training chair of Washington and Lincoln to- - City, president of the Silver City Bank,
Jan. $7,871-2- . '
Lard, Oct. $8,82
and freedom from taxation for school lay, has given this great, nation a was nominated.
Slrtckler.
FRANCISCO DKU1ADO,
I.I.V1 A. HUGH us.
$8.17
Oct.
Jan.
$8.45;
Kllis,
new
a
Chaves E. A, Cahoon and J. M. purposes.
new epoch, he has breathed
From the Fifteenth House District,
STOCK MARKET.
HUGHES & DELGADO.
Whh this magnificent gift to the spirit into the public service, he has consisting of Grant, and Luna CounHervey.
Atchison 108; pfd. 101
Colfax Jere Leahy and Jan Van public schools, go grand donations to accomplished
the mightiest deeds ties, H. H. Belts, of Silver City, asNew York Central 139
Houten.
the educational, penal and charitable that thus far stand to the credit of sessor of the county and deputy coal
We have some choice property for the person wilh small capital and also
Dona Ana Eugene Van Patten and institutions of the new slate in addi- this
Pennsylvania 141
father
the
Like
oil
Mr.
powerful nation.
Inspector, was nominated.
Southern Pacific, ex. dlv. 93
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
II. B. Holt.
first
to
ento
live
tion
those with which Ihey are
of this nation he deserves
Betls Is also a member of Governor
:
:
:
:
Union Pacific 1851-8- ;
pfd. 913-4- .
Office West Bide of Plaza,
Santa Fe N. M.
Eddy Harry W. Hamilton and L. O. dowed
at present. Three hundred in the hearts of his countrymen for- Hagerman's staff.
112.
Fallen.
Copper
thousand acres to the College of Agri- ever. When the history of his adminFrom the Seventeenth House Dis: pfd. 106
Steel 40
Grant W, H. Newcomb and V, D. culture and Mechanic Arts; 200,000 istration Is written by impartial histrict, consisting of Grant, Luna, Dona
STOCK.
sternest
LIVE
Murray.
the
acres to the Schools of Mines:
reviewed
by
torians and
Ana and Olero Counties, Frank W.
Guadalupe Manuel C. de Baca and
acres to the military schools; critics, it. will appear even more Beach of
Oct. 1. Cattle 22,000;
Kansas
City,
Otero
Orogrande,
County,
F. D. Morse.
100,000 acres for miners' .hospital; clearly than
today that Theodore
2,000 southerns, steady; naLincoln George Sena and George 200,000 acres for penitentiary; 200,000 Roosevelt is not only one of the great- Was nominated. He Is an active mine Including
W. N. TOWN SEND.
J. W. AKERS.
to New Mexico two tive steers $416.40; southern steers
and
came
manager
W. Prichard.
acres for Insane asylums; 200,000 est of illustrious Americans, but that
southern cows $1.75
$2.C03.80;
Luna A. V, Pollard
and N. A. acres for blind, deaf and dumb schools he is one of the really great men of years ago from St. Joseph, Missouri.
2.110;
cows
and heifers $1.75
native
From
the
Council
Eleventh
District,
Bolich.
and 200,000 acres for reformatories, the world and so acknowledged by
consisting of Torrance, Lincoln and. 5; stockers and feeders $3.254.40;
McKinley
Gregory Page and Steven almost 2,000,000 acres altogether, an all nations.
bulls $2f3.10; calves $3C.25; westOtero Counties, Car! A. Dalies, of
Canavan.
area three times that of the state of
U Is an enviable privilege to be a
ern steers $3.40(g 5; western cows $2
wan nominated.
Mora Juan Navarro and E. II.
Rhode Island! Even at the lowest citizen of this great nation, especially
From the hixth Council District, 3.75.
Biernbaum.
valuation of $1.25 an acre, the endow- In these days of prosperity and opporSheep receipts 10,000; steady to
of Santa Fe and Sandoval
consisting
Otero O. D. Cady and W. D. Tip- ment Is a munificent
one, but when tunity. No nation before this time Counties, E. A. Miera, of Cuba, San- 10 cents lower; muttons $4.505.50;
ton.
it is remembered that the city of has ever been quite so prosperous and doval
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
range wethers
County, was nominated. He is liwnbs $5.507.25; ;
Quay I. C. Barnes and N. u.
Santa Fe last year built the finest that this prosperity has come through sure'of election because Sandoval $1.255.85; ewes $45.40.
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
in the two terri- the wisdom of principles advocated by
1. Cattle
high school
Chicago, Oct.
receipts
County has practically no Democratic
Rio Arriba John H. Sargent and tories and a building
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
modern ward school from the Republican party and carried into votes and Santa Fe
10 and 15 cents higher; beeves
23,000;
norhas
a
County
Alexander
connection.
Read.
Side
in
entrance
club
rooms
deElegant
purity.
the proceeds of but a part of a twen- effect by it, cannot be .successfully
$3.90G.95; cows and heifers $1.60
mal Republican ma'orltv of 500.
Roosevelt C. O. Leach and W. E.
to Coronado Hotel.
ty acre donation, then it will be real- nted. The protective tariff, a tariff
5.1 5; Blockers
and feeders $2.60
From
the
Tenth
House
Lindsey.
District, 4.50; Texans $3.70 4.40; westerners
ized that there are vast possibilities wall, our opponents call It, has creSandoval Alejandro Sandoval and of
of
Santa
Fe
and
Sandoval
' "
public wealth In this gift of almost ated and fostered Industry after In- consisting
$3.50 5.40; calves $C.258.25.
i vj ji
ix
at
E. A. Miera.
thousand square miles, at least dustry. Even here in New Mexico we Counties, Edmund C. Abbott, of San-l10
thirty
cents
42,000;
Sheep
receipts
San Juan Charles V. Safford and
Fe, was nominated, and he Is
part of which will some day be worth feel Us beneficent effect and the humlambs
higher;
sheep $3.C55.35;
Frank Staplin.
of
election.
He
seen
has
service
a hundred and a thousand times Its blest sheep herder Is benefited by It.
San Miguel Secundino Romero and
in the legislature and until recently $l.S57.50.
minimum valuation of today. Surely, As long as the Republican party Is
John S. Clark. the day Is in sight, when not one mill in power and the policy of the protec- was district attorney.
Santa Fe T, B. Catron and Edmund
The nomination from the Second
The marine hospital at Washington,
of taxes needs to be levied either for tive tariff Is maintained, there need
C. Abbott.
school purposes or the main be no fear that wool prices will de- Council District, consisting of Taos Iiub been notified of two new cases of
public
H.
Max
Sierra
L. Kaehler and W.
and Mora Counties, was postponed un- yellow fever in Havana, making seven
tenance of state institutions.
cline, no matter what middlemen and til October 10, Taos
Bucher.
County to name cases during the past week.
The
consumption
brokers
say.
And
a
Induce
may
this is called bribe to
Socorro H. O. Bursum and W. E.
cannot
and
of
mutton
production
the people of New Mexico and AriMartin .
Taos Malaquias Martinez and T, P. zona to accept the most precious gift keep pace with demand. It is for
of all, American citizenship, as if the this reason also that I desire the small
Martin.
Will-laTorrance Candido Padllla and
people of the two territories are chil sheep and cattle grower encouraged.
Good.Road via Espanola, N. M.,
dren who must be bought to accept The free range should be his and any
Mcintosh.
sinUnion N. F. Gallegos and J. ..i. the gift for which the men of '76 scheme of leasing this range is a
busigave their wealth and their life blood, ister effort to puthlm out of
Martinez,
Raton and. Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Valencia Solomon Luna and Carlos which fired the North and the South ness and must be discountenanced.
$5.50
to enter upon the most stupendous Yes, fellow citizens, there Is not one
flood Commercial Raton Nut
Baca.
5.00
conflict of all history, which Is the of you who would exchange the glor
Republican Emblem,
Screened
Domestic
Trinidad
American
an
of
Ante
.Lump,
Pnritbing,
being
Kindling,
The convention adopted as the Re- envy of all the nations of the earth ious privilege
of any
and Con' Wood. All ordera receive prompt and careful attention.
publican emblem for the next two and Is coveted by all liberty loving citizen for that of citizenship
J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.
this
pride
years at territorial, county, municipal people; as if Congress could not com- other nation and I believe
and other elections, the American flag, pel New Mexico and Arizona to ac in the country of your nativity or of
a resolution
to that effect being cept citizenship In any form it choos your adoption will lead you to vote
OKPI K; Unrflehi Ave., Naur A., T. A S. F. Depot, 'I'houe No. 85.
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